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In the first part of my dissertation I consider certain 
aspects of the cosmic turbulence theory of galaxy formation (as 
revived by Ozernoi), Using a generalised form of a transformation 
due to Kurskov and Ozernoi I exhibit a formal equivalence between the 
problem of turbulence in an expanding universe containing a coupled 
matter-radiation fluid and in a non-..expanding fluid with a time-
dependent viscosity. This enables me to extend the Olson-Sachs 
formula for vorticity generation in cosmic turbulence to a 
matter-radiation fluid and to show that, contrary to the hypothesis 
of Ozernoi, the turbulence can not have an inertial subrange at 
the epoch of recombination. 
In the second part I consider the linear inviscid 
stability of axisymmetric flows. Using the projective form of 
the perturbation equations (rather than the linear fonn) I obtain 
a simple proof of a generalised Richardson crit:er:i.on which holds for 
all boundary conditions which do not actively feed energy to the. 
perturbation. Further analysis shows the unifonn density and pre~sure 
-- ?, 
discs with self-similar rotation laws, ,11,== ,h. l< A<2, are stable 
to perturbations which are incompressible in character, but that 
instability is a generic feature of differentially rotating compressible 
systems; this result is explained in terms of over-reflection of 
sound waves from the corotation radius. 'L'w6 ·-families of self-similar 
discs in which the perturbation equations can he solved exactly are 
described and used to estimate the magnitude of this effect. 
In the third part I consider the problem of numerically 
solving boundary value problems of the Orr-Sommerfeld type by 
shooting methods and describe a unifying geometrical interpretation 
of the principal methods. 
In appendix A I apply the methods of section two to plane 
parallel flows and derive among other results an extension.of 
Rayleigh's inflection point theorem to compressible isobaric and 
isentropic flows . 
In appendix BI describe a program for locating the zeros 
of a holomorphic function which is very useful in eigenvalue problems 
of the type considered in sectio~ three and give an example of its 
use . 
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Chapter 1 
- Cosmic Turbulence -
"In an expanding universe gravitational instability 
would not be sufficient to· form subsystems, while turbulence 
could do it " 
C.F. von Weizsacker 1951 
1 Introduction 
Modern cosmography shows that the large scale 
structure of the universe is almost indistinguishable from 
that described by one of the simplest of cosmological 
models; a universe containing a homogeneous mixture of 
matter and electro-magnetic radiation expanding iso-
tropically from an initial singular state of infinite 
density (the 'hot big bang' model). The simplicity of this 
model and the strength of the evidence in its favour, in 
particular the Hubble law, the isothermality and isotropy of 
the microwave background and the relative abundancies of the 
light elements , have raised it to the status of a standard 
model (Peebles 1971a)*. Yet on a small scale it is clear 
that the Cosmos is not homogeneous; matter has agglomerated 
into condensations on many different length (and mass) 
scales. One of the major problems of modern cosmology is to 
understand the formation and evolution of this structure, in 
particular that of galaxies and clusters of galaxies. 
• Though the recent claim that the microwave background 
shows significant deviations from a pure thermal spectrum at the 5 o- level (Woody & Richards,1979) may slightly reduce its standing . 
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It is natural to suppose that the force of gravity 
which maintains this structure was also the main agent of 
its creation. In a homogeneous static fluid any density 
perturbation on a length scale greater than a scale (the 
Jeans length) determined by the stabilizing effect of 
pressure will grow exponentially. However in an expanding 
universe this instability is much less efficient and 
perturbations to the 
t :L/3 . in time (as in 
cosmic density only grow algebraically 
the flat Friedmann universe), a result 
obtained by Lifschitz (1946). (This effect is closely 
related to the distinction between t and 
in section 3). 
* t time introduced 
This slow growth rate was interpreted as showing 
that galaxies could not have been formed by the 
gravitational amplification of random fluctuations in the 
density of the cosmic matter. However Lifschitz also showed 
that vertical motions in an expanding universe would not 
decay as long as the uni verse was radiation dominated. As 
an alternative to the gravitational instability theory 
von Weizsacker (1951) suggested that galaxies were formed by 
turbulent motion in the ear 1 y universe*, an id ea whi eh was 
* An advantage of this theory is that the galaxies being the fossils of turbulent eddies are expected to possess 
angular momenta and magnetic fields. The origin of the 
angular momenta of galaxies used to be considered a serious problem for the gravitational instability theory though it 
now seems that the mechanism suggested by Hoyle (1951) and investigated in detail by Peebles ( 1969) whereby galaxies 
are spun up by the tidal torques of their n eig hbour s a ffor ds 
a satisfactory explanation . A recent numerical investiga -
tion is that by Efstathiou & Jones (1979). The generation 
- 2 -
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supported by Gamow (1952). However apart from some work in 
Japan by Nariai ( 1956a, b) no further work was done on the 
theory until its revival by Ozernoi and his coworkers in the 
late sixties · (Ozernoi and Chernin 1968a,b; Ozernoi and 
Chibisov 1971,1972; Ozernoi 1972; Kurskov and Ozernoi 
1974a,b,c). The review article by Jones (1976) gives a very 
useful summary of the various theories of galaxy formation 
(with particular emphasis on the cosmic turbulence theory). 
Ozernoi's theory differed from the earlier work in 
its introduction of the concept of 'freezing', in its use of 
the improved cosmographic data of the sixties to constrain 
the background model, and in its emphasis on the theory's 
relative insensitivity to the initial conditions. This last 
idea was based on the assumption that the turbulence, no 
matter how it originated, would evolve a universal 
Kolmogorov spectrum on certain length scales from which the 
mass and rotation distribution functions for galaxies could 
be obtained. In this form the theory contains only one free 
parameter (characterising the strength of the turbulence) so 
that it is not necessary to have very special initial condi-
t i ons to produce the observed structure of the uni verse . 
However because this independence r equires the existence of 
a Kolmogorov spectrum at recombination it is important to 
i n vestigate the evolution of turbulence~ in a un i verse which 
on large scales and in some mea n appro x imates the 'hot big 
o f magnetic fields b y cosmic 
investigated by Harrison (1970). 
- 3. -
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bang' model to see if this can occur. 
With our present limited understanding of even the 
simplest form of turbulence (in a Newtonian fluid) and 
considering the domplications introduced by the expansion of 
the universe and the relativistic nature of the cosmic fluid 
(at early epochs the density of the radiation far outweighs 
that of the matter) one might doubt whether useful results 
could be obtained in this problem. Remarka b 1 y this is not 
the case. I will show, using a generalisation of a 
transformation originally found by Kurskov and Ozernoi 
(1974a), that the hydrodynamic theory of a matter-radiation 
fluid in an expanding universe is formally identical to the 
familiar classical hydrodynamic theory. Thus the 
cosmological problem is no harder (and no easier! ) than 
the standard problem of turbulence, It follows that the 
results obtained in the classical theory can, when suitably 
interpreted, be applied in cosmology. And perhaps more 
importantly the experimental evidence relating to these 
classical results may also apply to their cosmological 
extensions (the approximations made in turbulence theory are 
usually justified empirically by comparing the experimental 
data with their predictions rather than by analytic argu-
ments; w i t ho u t the form a 1 e q u iv al' enc e t hi s c o u 1 d not b·e 
done for the cosmological problem). 
- 4 -
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2 Basic equations 
Let us consider cosmic turbulence against the 
background of a Friedmann-Robertson-Walker type cosmological 
model. This is reasonable if the typical scale of the 
turbulence is much smaller than the horizon size; 
the very early universe where this small 
I exclude 
wavelength 
approximation is invalid. As the models with k=+1,0,-1 are 
virtually indistinguishable at early epochs let us adopt the 
simplest, k=O, and take as the metric (in co-moving 
coordinates) 
[ 2: 1 ] 
The evolution of cosmic turbulence can be divided 
into two phases. In the first, prior to recombination, the 
matter and radiation are strongly coupled and can be treated 
as a single fluid. The high sound speed and large Jeans 
-! length allow inhomogeneities in the matter and radiation 
densities to be ignored if the turbulent peculiar velocities 
are small compared with c't With these assumptions one can 
derive the equations (Peebles 1971) 
- 5 -
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V· ,v--
"' 
== 0 [ 2: 2] 
. 
f~ + : f~ 0 
. . f/1, + 4-a., /;, 0 
a, .Ji 
where/:... is the matter density,~ the radiation density and 
[ 2: 3] 
the density of inertia. The viscosity arises from the 
radiative transfer of momentum giving t 
)) == [ 2: 4] 
where~ is the photon mean free path (Chan & Jones 1975), 
Unfortunately the passage through recombination can 
not be treated by any simple analysis . For want of a 
better approximation I assume that recombination occurs 
instantaneously ( though this is an unreasonable assumption 
and significant damping may 
(Chibisov (1972)). 
In the second phase, 
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matter and radiation are decoupled and one need consider 
only a pure matter fluid. However the much lower sound 
speed means that this is now compressible and 
gravitationally unstable. In the Newtonian approximation 
one can derive the hydrodynamic equations 
== 0 
spatial 
where f is the density, f> thejmean density and 
e-~ 
t 
3 Transformation of variables 
[ 2: 5] 
[ 2 : 6 J 
The dynamical equations, both before and after 
recomb r na t;ion, contain terms generated by the cosmic ex pan-
sion. It is remarkable that these can be removed, 
completely in the pre-recombination and almost completely in 
the post-recombination equations, by transfo r ming to new 
variables. These are, in the pre-recombination phase, 
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v-* = CX(f I ( I + a/a.*£/) ? 
* L . -::; rx ( o../a. '4,J) L 
d.t* (3 (a /t1t_ '11 y' (I + a/a'f )_, d t [ 3 : 1 ] 
y* 
-
(/. z (3-' { 1 + a '11/a) )} 
~* o/p- 1- ( a la. ~)4" ( 1 + a/ii~) fv 
and in the post-recombination phase, 
,v-,.. _, { a I()., <I,)'> 1! - "{6 
"' 
Ljl; 
~ y (a/a,v) L. 
dt* G (a/a.~f 2 dt 
)) * ::;: r:,_6-1 y 
[ 3: 2] 
iv~== z -z I )r ~ y G (a a~ 
f*" = 3 (a/au,J) f 
q/f = yl6 ,-Z {(l/a._,11f rp 
where a~ is the value of CL at the epoch of equality when 
· f- = 1 0 = +- [ 3: 3 J 
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and ~,f, t ,€ ~re arbitrary constants (this freedom arising 
from one's ability to independently rescale length and time 
in the Newtonian limit). . rn these variables the dynamical 
equations become 
[ 3: 4 J 
'v. v-* - 0 
before recombination and 
a v-* + v*. vv-* + _!_ vf*' = v* V z y* - 'v <P,f ~
ot* - "-' f*' 
?...f_-t-
+ 'iJ ·(f~?./f) = 0 
Pt* 
7 
[ 3 : 5 J 
after recombination. 
·rt is convenient to choose 
tx=-13== y = .::: I 
.) 
€ = 
[ 3: 6 J 
Then both transformations reduce all lengths to their 
comoving values at the epoch of equality ( note that this 
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trans for ma ti on has already been carried out in equations 
[2:2],[2:5]) and give the same transformation of velocities 
at recombination. 
* Combining the defining relations for t with the 
Friedmann equation (see e. g . Peebles 1971) 
[ 3: 7 J 
and integrating we get (see fig.1) 
'l.t. (1+~a) (a-}.) + i. 
.3 .L :i 
a.< QJt.<.c.[ 3: 8 J 
Perhaps the most interesting feature here is that 
though the Universe expands for an infinite amount of real 
time, for 
amount of 
its hydrodynamic 
t* . 'time' . Hence, 
evolution it only has a finite 
just as large scale motions in 
the early universe are frozen becau~e insufficient time has 
elapsed for them to undergo significant evolution , so in the 
late Universe large motions are frozen because there is not 
further evolution. Thus the enough · ' time
1
· left for their 
use of this formalism allows a very natural interpretation 
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0£ the important concept of 'freezing' introduced by 
Ozernoi. 
4 Evolution of turbulence 
A further advantage of this transformation is that 
the reduction of the problem to one in a non-expanding fluid 
greatly simplifies the theory and assists one's intuition. 
This is especially true in the pre-recombination phase where 
the transformed equations differ from those of a 
conventional fluid only in having a time-dependent 
viscosity. In the inviscid limit even this difference 
disappears and we have a body of material which by 
mechanical substitution will yield cosmological results. 
For example it is obvious from energy conservation 
that the mean value of 
l, 
v* ( corresponding to 
is constant. Thus in a radiation dominated Universe ( a. << I ) 
the mean square peculiar velocity is constant whereas in a 
matter dominated one (o....>>I ) it falls off as This 
well known result (Lifschitz (1946)) is important because it 
shows that a theory which posits observable consequences of 
· primordial turbulence (in particular the formation of 
galaxies) is only tenable in a Universe which is radiation 
dominated for a substantial part of the time prior to 
reco-mbination. And it also shows that the hydrodynamics of 
matter dominated and radiation dominated Universes can be 
quite distinct. This last remark acquires more significance 
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when oQe realises that one of the few analytic results in 
the theory of cosmic turbulence, the vorticity generation 
formula of Olson and Sachs ( 1973), was derived for a pure 
matter fluid in a Newtonian Universe. 
It is therefore of considerable interest that we 
can, by applying this transformation (or rather its inverse) 
to the classical formula of Proudman and Reid (1954), obtain 
not only the formula of Olson and Sachs, but also its 
analogue in a Universe with arbitrary radiation content, and 
this without the heavy algebra of their paper. Indeed the 
very simplicity of the derivation tends to hide the 
significance of the result. But as Jones (1976) remarks 
"although the Olson-Sachs analysis contains no detailed 
spectral information it does provide a criterion for 
deciding whether or not inertial transfer can win out over 
the cosmic expansion. It will obviously be _of great value 
to extend the Olson-Sachs type analysis yet further." 
Neglecting viscosity and using the Millionshchikov 
hypothesis of zero fourth-order velocity cumulants (i.e . the 
assumption that the fourth order correlations can be related 
to the lower order correlations by expressions which are 
exact in the case of normally distributed variables, that is 
if 1,2,3,4 denote four velocity components at four space-
time points 
1234 = 12.34 + 13.24 + 14.23; 
the implications of this closure hypothesis are well 
- 12 -
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discussed in Monin & Yaglom) Proudman & Reid obtained the 
differential equation 
J_ ( 0'- )1-
J , 
for c.Jz. , the mean sq u a r e v or t i c i t y . 
[ l! : 1 ] 
This they solved in 
terms of the Weierstrass elliptic function (? obtaining 
[ 4 : 2 J 
w ere w 0 1 s e v a u e c..,.u h - .,,.t. • t h 1 of "· --,l. at t
0 
, these being the two 
constants of integration, and D<. a constant "-' I· L. The 
equivalent cosmological equation is 
[ 4: 3 J 
which ·1n the matter dominated limit reduces to the formula 
given by Olson and Sachs. This expression is thus an exten-
sion of their result to a fluid containing both matter and 
radiation*. 
-----------------
* This result should be viewed with caution. The neglect 
.of viscosity is serious, the more so since vorticity produc-
tion is concentrated in the small eddies where viscous 
effects are largest . Another possible objection is that it 
- 13 -
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5 The Form of the Spectrum 
These results do not tell us much about the struc-
ture of the turbulence. Partial information about this can 
be obtained by using some of the standard concepts of 
classical turbulence theory such as the energy spectrum, its 
di vision into ranges, the Kolmogorov theory of the energy 
cascade, the universal equilibrium and its inertial subrange 
(Monin and Yaglom 1975). 
If we define the two point velocity correlation 
tensor 
[ 5: 1 ] 
is derived using Millionshchikov's hypothesis· which is known to be unreliable. But, as pointed out by Proudman and Reid, the form of equation [4:1] does not actually depend on this hypothesis. It is quite easy to show ( see e.g. Mon in & Yagl-0m) that if one ignores viscosity, 
[ 4: 4 J 
where --'> is the skewness of the random variable 7).u.,/~x.. Thus the hypothesis has only been used to assign a definite 
value to»; but whereas when Proudman and Reid wrote their paper it was thought that as one proceeded to larger values 
o f t ~ e tu r b u 1 en t Re y no 1 d s numb e r iZ.. , ~ w o u 1 d ten d to some asymptotic constant, it ha s become increasingly clear over the last ten years that in fact J;, continues to rise with increasing Rt... The reason for this is the intermittent or localized nat~re of high Reynolds number turbulence, an 
aspect of the theory to which increasing attention is now being paid ( see Rosenblath & van Atta 1972) . 
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which is a well defined quantity if the turbulence is 
statistically homogeneous (the bar denotes an average which 
in this context could be taken to be spatial, but is 
probably better thought of as an ensemble average) and its 
associated Fourier transform 
[ 5 : 2 ] 
it is easy to show that in the isotropic case if the flow is 
incompressible 
[ 5 : 3 ] 
where the scalar function f has been so defi·ned that 
[ 5: 4] 
It is clear that the function E provides a natural 
way to give a precise definition to the intuitive concept of 
the amount of energy contained in the eddies of a certai-n 
size; rt is usually called the energy spectrum of the turbu-
lent flow. 
To study the time evolution of the turbulence it is 
- 15 -
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natural to seek a dynamical equation for E. If we do this, 
differentiating the definitions given above and using the 
Navier Stokes equations we obtain 
0 [ 5 : 5 ] 
where T{./z) is an expression generated by the non-linear 
terms in the Navier Stokes equations and depending on the 
third order velocity correlations. It represents the 
transfer of energy by inertial effects from one scale to 
another and is usually called the transfer term. 
Unfortunately the third order correlations that occur in the 
expression for T(~v are unknown functions. If we attempt to 
form a dynamical equation for them it contains fourth order 
correlations, and in general the evolution of the correla-
tions of a given order depends on correlations of order one 
higher. Thus we are unable in this way to obtain a closed 
system of equations. This problem of closure is central to 
the standard statistical theory of turbulence; 
many solutions have been proposed (for 
although 
example 
ri,illionshchikov' s hypothesis) none can be said to be very 
successful. · Several approximate expressions have been 
proposed relating T{k) to £{I<.), the best known perhaps beirrg 
that due to Heisenberg : 
- 16 -
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[ 5: 6] 
This and other similar approximations are widely discussed 
in the literature and in general yield results that are in 
good agreement with the experimental data over fairly large 
ranges of wavenumber "R,. However as many of the features of 
the spectrum can be obtained by quite general dimensional 
arguments we should not perhaps be too surprised at this. 
It is customary in discussions of turbulence to 
consider certain ranges of wavenumber, corresponding to 
certain inversely related length scales L = ~ _, . These 
ranges are in no sense absolute but are defined with respect 
to a particular turbulent flow. A typical energy spectrum 
and its associated ranges is illustrated in fig. 2. 
The region 1, immediately adjacent to ..k = O, is 
the range of the largest eddies. These eddies decay on a 
tim e scale which is very slow relative to the general decay 
of the turbulence and so the form of the spectrum in this 
r ange remains nearly constant during the decay. It is this 
behsviour · which 
Loitsiansky and 
gives rise 
Saffmanr 
to 
If 
the 
it 
so-called invariants of 
is assumed that E{-k) 
po s s e-..s s e s an an a 1 y t i c ex pan s i on a b o u t -lt = 0 t he in v a r i an t i s 
simply the coefficient of the leading term in the expansion. 
ttowever as these invariants relate to the behaviour of 
- 17 -
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infinitely large eddies they must be considered somewhat 
unphysical. 
The region 2, where the spectrum peaks, is the 
range of the energy containing eddies . The dynamical time 
scale here ( L / .t{. where L is the typical length and -«..- the 
typical velocity), determines the energy dissipation rate 
for the entire flow. If we assume that an eddy breaks up 
into smaller eddies in one eddy turnover time we get 
[ 5: 7] 
for the energy dissipation rate. 
The region 3, extending from just below the scale 
of the energy containing eddies down to arbitrarily small 
scales is called the universal equilibrium range. Here the 
dynamical time scale is much shorter than the decay time of 
the energy containing eddies. In Kolmogorov's first theory 
it is assumed that the motion on these scales is essentially 
independent of the motion on the large scales and so reaches 
a quasi-stationary equilibrium in which the flow of energy 
into this range from the decay of the la r ge eddies is 
balanced by its dissipation in the small eddies. This 
equilibrium is universal in that ,it depends only on the 
energ y- dissipation rate [ and the viscosity Y. Using 
these parameters one can construct the inner or micro scales 
of length, ti-e and velocity 
- 18 -
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'lit 1/4 V = Y c [5:8] 
and when expressed in terms of these units this part of the 
spectrum should be the same in any turbulent flow. 
If the inner length scale is very much smaller than 
the outer scale (of the energy containing eddies) there will 
be a region of the universal equilibrium range, 3', in which 
the effects of viscosity can be ignored. If such a region 
exists it is called the inertial subrange of the universal 
equilibrium range. Its great importance is due to the fact 
that in Kolmogorov's theory the spectrum in this subrange is 
determined by the single parameter & and thus the exact 
functional form can be determined by dimensional analysis. 
This yields the well known Kolmogorov '5/3' law for the 
energy spectrum in the inertial subrange. 
E {l) DC [ 5: 9] 
There is now experimental evidence that such a spectrum does 
voour in turbulent flow at high Reynolds number. 
Al though Kolmogorov' s ideas were developed for a 
conventional fluid there is no difficulty in app 1 ying them 
to one with a time dependent viscosity; the most useful 
result of his theory, that in the inertial sub range the 
energy spectrum should have the form [5:9] applies in a re-
- 19 -
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gion (in wavenumber space, not physical space) where viscous 
effects are negligible. The main problem is simply to 
locate the dissipation scale 7 or lower boundary of the 
inertial subrange. It is readily verified that 
[5:10] 
before recombination so that the 'viscosity' is a monotonic 
increasing function of I time' • Thus the dissipation scale 
will be smaller than in a fluid with constant viscosity, but 
the difference will be insignificant if the dynamical time 
scale at that length scale is less than or equal to the time 
scale on which the viscosity varies. 
*' * If the typical velocity on a scale Lat 'time' t is 
U,,'11 .. {L*"jt*) then at each 'time' t* there will be a certain 
scale Lt (t") with 
[5:11] 
and such that motions on larger scales are still 'frozen' in 
their initial forms. On smaller scales however the inertial 
time scale will be much less than t~and sufficient evolution 
will have occured for the spectrum t~ lose its initial form 
and approach a Kolmogorov quasi-equilibrium. If the 
dissipation length scale 1* is much smaller than L,r-, i.e. if 
there is an inertial sub range, then the spectrum between 
- 20 -
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these two scales will have the characteristic Kolmogorov 
form 
4-/J -2./J -fl} 
u* t"* i* [5:12] 
0 
as found by Kurskov and Ozernoi (1974a). The question of 
course is whether 1,*" is sufficiently small for an inertial 
subrange to form. 
a ratio of at 
In normal laboratory flows this 
4-
1 east 10 (Hinze 1975, page 
requires 
253; this 
reference also gives a good account of the various subranges 
of the spectrum). The reason for this large ratio is that 
the effect of viscosity extends upwards about a decade from 
and the effect of the initial spectrum down about another 
decade from L, then another couple of decades have to be 
left for the inertial subrange. To be conservative I will 
take a ratio of greater than 10
2 
as the criterion for the 
existence of an inertial subrange. This gives 
or 
u* 0 
if,~ 
/0 
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Taking the present density of the Universe as 
= 
-.zq .2.. 
J,q x JO _{)_ h [5 :1 5] 
_, -1 ( h is the Hubble constant normalized to 100 km s Mpc and 
11. is the ratio of the density to the closure density) and 
of the microwave background as 
-~~ S X 10 
(Allen 1973) we find the present-day values 
t+-2· '1 X 10 _{2 h2-
-1(. 4 g 
4, • 4' X 10 fl h 
Assuming a redshift at reco~bination of 10 3 , 
Of " , .t.. , independent -1.L '1 at ~ recombination ,.._,29Jll; 
[5:16] 
[5:17] 
almost 
i.e. 
probably close to unity. And the viscosity just before 
recombination would have been 
,;_f n -2, L-Lt-3 •Z X 10 ...l.L '1 
The extreme upper limit on t~ is 
,, - 2 - 4 
J·33x10 .D. h r~1 [5:19] 
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~ 
and t.Ju? must lie somewhere between O. 1 and O. 8 times this 
(corresponding and .f2 ~/- ,v 1 • 0). Inserting 
these values in the above inequality we obtain 
U*{_t* - ) · 
D ~ 
10 
~ 10 ( D hl- ~ l ) [ 5 : 2 O ] 
which is impossible for subsonic (and non-relativistic) 
turbulence (at recombination the true velocity U
0 
is at 
least half It is easy to check that on a scale 
10-z.((t~) the inertial response time is smaller than the 
time scale for variation of y*" even at a.l!JG rv 30; 
above analysis is justified if .f2. h:z.,~ 1. 
thus the 
From this inequality ( which could be strengthened 
for 1lh~<< 1) we can deduce that at recombination the 
dissipation scale will be within two decades of the 
'melting' scale z. if .f)_ h ~ 1. In these circumstances a 
Kolmogorov inertial subrange will not be visible and much of 
the advantage of Ozernoi's theory disappears*. In 
particular the mass and angular momentum distributions of 
the galaxies formed can not be found from a simple power law 
spectrum with a known exponent but depend on the unknown 
initial spectrum. Of course it is still possible for 
sufficient turbulent activity to survive through the radia~ 
tion era to induce galaxy formation. However there is 
another se ri ous objection to cosmic tur bulence as a 
* Dr. Matsuda informs me that a student of his has 
confirmed this result. 
- 23 -
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progenitor of galaxies; the post-recombination turbulence 
is highly supersonic and may be expected to produce strong 
shocks and highly condensed objects whereas the galaxies we 
observe are fairly diffuse objects ( Peebles 1971 b, Jones 
1977). There is however another interesting possibility. 
Because only a finite amount of 'time' is left after 
recombination the motions that survive the pre-recombination 
and recombination damping may be 'frozen' in the post-
r ecombination phase. If this is the case the residual mo-
t ions . though supersonic will not have enough 'time' to give 
rise to shocks and large density contrasts. This is termed 
by Ozernoi the 'calm' mode of evolution of cosmic turbulence 
to distinguish it from the usual 'rough' unfrozen mode. But 
whether or not this happens depends critically on the amount 
of damping that occurs during recombination. 
- 24 -
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Chapter 2 - Hydrodynamic Instability - 27 
"Thus a flat rotating disc will remain. Its 
rotation will not be uniform and the differences in 
rotational velocity will go on producing turbulence. 
The remaining turbulence exerts friction and thereby 
dissipates energy. Therefore the rotation cannot be stable 
unless it becomes uniform. The result will be the 
contraction of part of the body towards the centre, while 
the gravitational energy set free by the contraction enables 
the rest of the mass to return to the surrounding cosmic 
space, carrying with it most of the angular momentum of the 
body• II 
C.F. von Weizsacker 1951 
1 Introduction 
Accretion discs are now widely accept·ed as models 
for some energetic astrophysical objects ranging in scale 
from quasars and giant radio sources to dwarf novae and 
galactic X-ray sources. The idea is that if a compact 
object (such as a black hole or white dwarf) accretes matter 
carrying signi fi cant angular moment um the matter wi 11 tend 
to form a flat disc rotating about the compact object (in 
some binary systems the optical light curves provide quite 
direct evidence for the existe nce of such discs; Smak 
(1971), Bath (1972)). If by some mechanism angular momentum 
can be transported outwards through the disc and the 
specific angular momentum of the matter in the disc is an 
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1 Introduction 
Ac c re t i on d i s c s are now w id e 1 y a c c e p t .e d as mod e 1 s 
for some energetic astrophysical objects ranging in scale 
from quasars and giant radio sources to dwarf novae and 
galactic X-ray sources. The idea is that if a compact 
object (such as a black hole or white dwarf) accretes matter 
carrying significant angular momentum the matter will tend 
to form a flat disc rotating about the compact object (in 
some binary systems the optical light curves provide quite 
direct evidence for the existence of such discs; Smak 
(1971), Bath (1972)). If by some mechanism apgular momentum 
can be transported outwards through the disc and the 
specific angular momentum of the matter in the disc is an 
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increasing function of radius there will be a compensating 
inward flux of matter (except perhaps at the outer edge); 
as the matter moves deeper into the gravitational potential 
well of the central object a newtonian calculation suggests 
that half of its gravitational binding energy can be 
dissipated (if the object is not a black hole more energy 
can be released when the matter hits the surface) and in 
this way objects with very high luminosities and hard 
spectra can be formed. 
The basic structure of such discs has been 
investigated by many workers. Perhaps the earliest descrip-
tion of the accretion disc mechanism (though in a different 
context) is that in von Weizsacker (1951) which refers to an 
investigation being carried out by Lust and Trefftz (Lust 
1952). More recent investigations are those of Pringle and 
Rees ( 1972), Shakura and Sunyaev ( 1973), Lynd en-Bell and 
Pringle (1974), and Eardley and Lightman (1975). However in 
;;;.11 this work there is a problem with the angular momentum 
transport process. The molecular viscosity is far too small 
(at least in conventional models) to transfer significant 
amounts and · it is normal to posit a turbulent or magnetic 
viscosity the magnitude of which is estimated using some 
simp-1-e phenomenological model 
models of Shakura and Sunyaev). 
( for ·example the ex:.. 
The usual argument is 
disc 
that 
because the Reynolds number of the disc is so large the flow 
is probably turbulent ; but with the exception of a 
- 28 -
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preliminary analysis by Stewart ( 1975, 1976) I know of no 
previous attempt to prove this. 
The problem I wish · to consider is this. There 
certainly exist axisymmetric solutions to the equations of 
fluid mechanics describing gas discs where the streamlines 
are nearly circular (the molecular viscosity causing a 
slight radial drift); but supposing such a disc to be 
established would this state persist or would the flow 
develop irregularities and become turbulent? 
This question belongs to the theory of hydrodynamic 
stability which is extensive and in many areas still ill-
understood; it has three main branches, the inviscid, the 
viscous, and the finite amplitude theory. The inviscid 
theory of hydrodynamic stability originated with a study by 
Helmholtz (1868) of the stability of the vortex sheet, a 
problem considered in greater detail by Kelvin ( 1871), but 
is largely the creation of Rayleigh (1880). The theory 
proceeds by a straightforward linearization of the Euler 
equations about some flow invariant under a three parameter 
symmetry group and a Fourier decomposition relative to these 
symmetries (usually translation in time and two spatial 
directions). In this way a linear second order ordinary 
differential system is obtained, a mathematically tractable 
problem but one whose content, both mathematical and 
subtle and ~as previously 
physical, is obscure (consider for example Kelvin's 
complaint of the 'disturbing infinity' in Rayleigh's work 
- 29 -
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and the many discussions of the completeness of the normal 
modes, see e.g. Lin (1961)). The fault is not so much in 
the theory as in . the approximation on which it is based. It 
is well known that there are ambiguities associated with the 
Euler equations which have to be resolved by going to the 
Navier-Stokes equations; so too Lin (1945a,b,1946) was able 
to remove many of the problems of the inviscid theory by 
relating it to the viscous t theory. This theory, primarily 
the creation of Orr, Sommerfeld and Heisenberg, is based on 
an analogous linearization of the Navier Stokes equations 
and has the formal advantage that the equations are non-
singular; however their study, analytic or numerical, is 
much harder (essentially because there are two distinct 
scales in the problem, the viscous and the dynamical). The 
non-linear theory, developed among others by Meksyn & Stuart 
( 1951), is the most complicated and has not yet achieved a 
standard form. 
Examples are known of flows where the transition to 
turbulence appears to be mediated by instabilities whose 
de scription requires the use of each of these theories. In 
general the flows which exhibit inviscid instability are 
those with maxima b the modulus of the vorticity ( the paradigm being the 
vo r tex sheet) • However certain flows which are stable in 
the inviscid approximation are destabilised by viscous 
effects ( the classical example of this is plane Poiseuille 
flow in which the effect was first 
- 30 -
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Heisenberg). This slightly surprising result can be 
understood as a consequence of the stabilising effect of 
vorticity conservation in inviscid flows (at least in two 
dimensions); with a slight viscosity vorticity generated at 
the boundaries can diffuse in to the flow. My feeling is 
that this viscous destabilisation is primarily a boundary 
effect and thus not likely to be important in Astrophysical 
problems. Finally it is a curious fact that the flow in 
which the transition to turbulence was first described by 
Reynolds, cylindrical Poiseuille flow, appears completely 
stable in both linear theories. However there is good 
evidence, both theoretic,al and experimental, that this flow 
though stable to infinitesimal perturbations is unstable to 
perturbations of finite amplitude. It seems quite probable 
that the axisymmetric gas flows I consider are · unstable to 
finite amplitude perturbations (as indicated I do not think 
viscous destabilisation important), but this would be an 
exceptional 1 y complicated process to anal yztt and would in 
any case require a prior study of the linear inviscid 
p r o b 1 em . "· F b.r the s e re a son s I ha v e con f i n e d ,.._my s e 1 f to the 
linearised inviscid theory t ( in consequence this investiga-
tion is only concerned with dynamical instabilities and does 
not con s~d e r possible secular instabilities, for example of 
the type investigated by Goldreich & Schubert ( 1967), and 
Fricke (1968)) . 
This is itself no easy problem unless the perturba -
- 31 -
t Fc, r a viscous stability analysis of circular Cou.ette flow see the_ ·~lassie 
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tions are also axisymmetric. In this special case the 
problem is well understood the solution being essentially 
due to Rayleigh (1916). Consider a ring of fluid at some 
radius and expand it so that it lies at a slightly larger 
radius; the specific angular momentum, or equivalently the 
circulation around the ring, is conserved during this 
process. If the angular velocity of the ring at its new 
location is now greater than that of the surrounding fluid 
it will experience a force tending to increase the displace-
ment, if less the force will be a restoring one; thus if 
the circulation increases (in magnitude) as one moves 
outwards the rotatio~ has a stabilising effect on 
axisymmetric perturbations, if it decreases a destabilising 
one. Another way of expressing this is that the effect is 
stabilising or destabilising according as the angular 
velocity (the global rotation) and the vorticity (the local 
rotation) are parallel or anti-parallel. In its various 
forms this is known as Rayleigh'~ criterion for the 
centrifugal instability of axisymmetric flows. 
qu~n titative measure is that given by 
= 
A convenient 
[ 1 : 1 ] 
which is the square of the frequency with which the fluid 
ring would execute radial oscillations in the absence of 
buoyancy forces (an imaginary frequency indicating as usual 
- 32 -
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an exponential instability); this coincides with the 
the epicyclic frequency of orbital theory. Defining 
analogous Brunt-Vaisala frequency N for the buoyancy forces 
it is rcason c.bl 2 to e}'.:pe.c-c that the condition for an axisymmetric 
radially 
rotating; stratified system to be stable with respect to 
axisymmetric perturbations is 
~ 0 [ 1 : 2] 
In section 4 I give a formal proof of this result. 
It is clear that this argument is inapplicable to 
non-axisymmetric perturb~tions where angular momentum can be 
redistributed by azimuthal pressure gradients, however 
Chandrasekhar (1960, summarised in the first edition of his 
book 'Hydrodynamic and Hydromagnetic Stability' ( 1961) but 
not the second) claimed that the result did in fact apply to 
all perturbations, both axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric. 
This was d-ispu ted by Howard and Gupta ( 196 2) who pointed out 
that a cylinder of fluid at rest surrounded by one in 
uniform -~ -tation must be Kelvin-Helmholtz unstable even 
though the circulation increases outwards. 
inviscid , 
stability of ,( axisymmetric flows to 
In general the 
non-axisymmetric 
perturbations appears to have receive'd very little atten-
tion. This perhaps reflects the difficulty of the problem: 
in cylindrical geometry there is no equivalent of Squire's 
theorem (which in Cartesian geometry ena b 1 es one to reduce 
- 33 -
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the problem of the stability of plane parallel flows against 
three dimensional perturbations 
dimensional perturbations) and the 
to that 
equations 
against 
contain 
two 
such 
additional terms that any attempt to apply what may be 
termed the standard procedure, the manipulation of the equa-
tions into forms where the Wronskian relation between the 
solution and its complex conjugate involves positive 
definite integrals, requires great ingenuity and patience ~f 
non-trivial results are to be obtained. 
Most workers have attempted to produce generalisa-
tions of results obtained in the theory of plane parallel 
flows ( these are reviewed in Drazin and Howard ( 1966)), in 
particular Rayleigh's inflection point theorem, the 
Richardson number theorem of Miles (1961) and Howard (1961), 
and the semicircle theorem of Howard (1961). 
Of these the first -has rather an odd history. At 
the end of his famous paper of 1880, 'On the Stability or 
Insta bi lity of Certain Fluid · .. Motions' Rayleigh stated 
If the stream lines of the steady motion be 
n 0cent-ric circles in st.ce ad of parallel straight 
lines, the character of the problem is not greatly 
changed. It may be proved that, lf the fluid move 
bet.,;1 e en two rig id cone en tr i c c ire ul ar wal 1 s, the 
motion is stable, provided that in the steady mo-
tion the rotation either continually increases or 
continually decreases in passing outwards from the 
- 34 -
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axis. 
Thus it was known to Rayleigh that the analogue for 
axisymmetric flows of his inflection point theorem was that 
there should be an extremum in the vorticity, a result which 
Kelvin ( 1880) claimed to have 'nearly reached in the year 
1875 by rigid mathematical investigation . but I was 
anticipated in the publication of it by Lord Rayleigh'. 
Despite this the result seems to have been forgotten among 
astrophysicists so that Lebovitz (1967; repeated in Fricke 
and Kippenhahn (1972)) could suggest that the generalisation 
might be an inflection in the azimuthal velocity. The 
correct result is stated without proof or attribution .in 
Spiegel and Zahn (1970) and Zahn (1974) (apparently by 
private communication from D.Gough to E.Spiegel to 
J.P.Zahn). However this result has only been demonstrated 
for two dimensional perturbations of a perfect fluid in 
which case it is a particular instance of some much more 
powerful results obtained by Arnol'd (1966) (who shows 
Liapunov rather than linear stability; a special case of his 
rgume n-t appears to have been discovered by Drazin and 
Howard and there are suggestions of it in Kelvin's work). 
The Richardson criterion has been independently 
generalised by Sung (1974a) and Lalas (1975) (the later 
considers a general swirling flow) though Sung' s secondary 
t; 
argument 
sufficient 
(197~) that it is both a necessary and 
t 
condition is t false (if it were 
- 35 -
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homogeneous shear flow would be unstable). In section 4 I 
obtain a much simpler proof of this result and show that if 
rather artificial boundary conditions are allowed it is 
necessary and sufficient; I also restrict the frequency of 
a growing mode to a certain region. A curious point which 
emerges from the analysis is that allowing the perturbations 
to have a three dimensional structure produces effects very 
similar to those of a stable density stratification. This 
partially explains why there is no analogue of Squire's 
theorem and the difficulty of proving any results for 
general three dimensional perturbations. 
Several generalisations of the semicircle theorem 
(which states that the ·complex phase speed C"L + .,i. C,i, of an 
unstable disturbance in a plane parallel flow with rigid 
boundaries lies within the semicircle having as diameter the 
range of velocity of the basic flow; t 
[ 1 : 3] 
ee o appendix A for a proof) have been claimed, but all those 
known to me either involve special restrictions on the basic 
flow or give a circle too large to be of much use . Thus 
W a r r en- ( 1 9 7 6 ) pro v e s the n a t u r a 1 gene r a 1 i s a t i on o f t he 
semici rcle theorem, that the pattern speed of any unstable 
mode lies within the semicircle having as diameter the r ange 
of angular velociti es of the basic flow, under th e assump-
- 36 -
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tion that the basic flow is that of a perfect fluid with the 
Rayleigh discriminant K~ nowhere less that the square of the 
mean angular velocity; Rathy and Chandra (1972) that if the 
fluid is heterogeneous and incompressible and 
I 
~ /: < 0 [ 1 : 4 J 
it lies within a circle centred on the origin of radius the 
maximum angular velocity; Eckart (1963) that for a general 
fluid it lies within a semicircle concentric with but larger 
than the natural one. 
A related problem in the theory of rotating stars 
was considered by Cowling ( 1951). His primary concern was 
not whether differential rotation could lead to instability 
but whether rotation could suppress the Rayleigh- Taylor 
instability and hence the onset of convection. This can 
certainly happen for axisymmetric disturbances; a fluid 
wi. .. h - a negative 
:2, N will still be dynamically stable to 
axisymmetric perturbations if positive (though 
f.ro.m t.he analogy with two component stratifications of the 
thermohaline _ type an axisymmetric double-diffusive secular 
instability should exist). From a local study of the non-
a xisy~mctric perturbations Cowling concluded that though 
rotation modified convection it could not prevent it. 
Indeed he argued that even if the density stratification was 
statically stable except at one point where it was neutral, 
- 31 -
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differential rotation would produce a dynamical instability. 
;-However as with the analyses of Sung ( 197 ~) and Stewart 
(1976) this proves too much; the common fault is the 
attempt to prove the existence of an instability from a 
local approximation. This works when the problem is self-
adjoint and can be cast into the form of a variational 
principle because local test functions can then determine 
global upper bounds on the eigenvalues (and for this reason 
local criteria can be found for stability to axisymmetric 
perturbations) but such cases are exceptional. 
I should also mention a paper by Hazelhurst (1963) 
who considers the stability of the spiral flow 
[ 1 : 5] 
of a perfect fluid. He claims that it is unstable if the 
flow spirals inwards and stable if it spirals outwards; 
ro wever an elementary integration of his equation [31] shows 
this to be incompatible with his boundary conditions. 
2 The Basic Model 
Consider the steady axisymmetric flow with pressure 
ft,
0 
a fi d - den s i t y Fe, in c y 1 in d r i c a 1 po 1 a r , coo r d in a t e s Ji. , i.9 , l 
[ 2: 1 ] 
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supposed maintained by some suitable combination of a 
pressure gradient and central (gravitational) force. To 
simplify the analysis a homogeneous vertical structure is 
assumed (but see discussion below); this translational 
symmetry is needed to remove the } derivatives and obtain a 
system of ordinary rather than partial differential equa-
tions. 
If we linearize about this basic flow and make 
small (Eulerian) perturbations 
[ 2: 2] 
in velocity, ..fi, in pressure and f in density, we obtain a 
system of linear differential equations. Using the 
symmetries of the basic flow we Fourier analyze in "t , i9 , 
and consider each Fourier 
symbolically if o/ denotes any 
component 
perturbation 
separately; 
quantity we 
[ 2 : 3] 
The linearized Euler equations then become (cf. Lalas 1975 ) 
- 39 -
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er ..u.r == p fi, I fo 
(T ,v-
== 'TYi- } /t life,) + <. lvo .tL. [ 2: 4] 
I 
_ 3 fv t ft, = fo {;., JL V- - .i, 0- a) + ~fo Na 
0 -cz. 
-er 
and the linearized continuity equation is 
I 
.{,l [ 2: 5] 
In these equations 
= [ 2: 6] 
is the vbrticity of the basic flow and 
er :: 
- .:_ ~ . [ 2: 7] 
c an e interpreted as -w... times the angular veI.bci ty with 
which the perturbation appears to rotate as seen in a frame 
rotating with the basic flow. The quantity N is the Brunt-
Va i sal.a frequency , i.e. the fre que nc y with which a fluid 
element would execute radial oscillations under the 
influence of buoyanc y forces alone 
- 40 -
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( r/ fo [ 2 : 8 J 
C is ~he sound speed (the square root of the ratio of the 
Lagrangian changes in fi. and f ) and 
J [ 2: 9] 
can be regarded as an effective local gravity. 
The full set consists of two algebraic and two 
differential equations: avoiding differentiation as far as 
possible we use the two algebraic equations to eliminate V-
and w whereupon we obtafn the differential system 
l 
-0-LJ .11-g I [ ?r.-Wo J .l{_ + (. [i l '7ri -U, - .(A... -Jt 1+7 fo 0- fi + -;;i. cz.. 
[2:10] 
I 
.z m ..n., Z 2 ] fi, = - e fv + f'v + ~ro[~ -a- 4 ci 
.{ (T 
for «.. and f., . This constitutes the fundamental system of 
equa ti ::1-s. Further elimination yielding a single second 
order equation is possible, 
desirable. 
but neither necessary nor 
~ In deriving this system it is necessary to make the 
physically unrealistic assumption of a homogeneous vertical 
s tr ucture in [2:1]. However the model may not be as bad as 
it appears on first sight; it can be made to look much more 
- 41 -
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respectable if one notices that (essentially because it has 
reflection as well as translational symmetry in r) b y 
superimposing the solutions for +(3 and - f one can produce 
solutions where -u..r and ,fi,. are zero on two horizontal 
surfaces. These represent a slab of fluid confined between 
two rigid horizontal surfaces or confined by an external 
medium of negligible density but capable of exerting a 
pressure, i.e. a free boundary condition on the two 
h or izontal surfaces. A more radical approach is to consider 
the two dimensional form of the above equations (obtained by 
.setting f3 = 0) as phenomenological equations for the 
vertically averaged structure of a thin disc. This is 
probably the more satisfactory interpretation. 
This system has singular points at ./7, = O, A= OC> 
and the point points) where 0- = 0. While the 
singularities at 
(or 
0 and o= are essentially coordinate 
singularities and have little physical significance, those 
which occur when 0- = 0, the corota tion singularities ( or 
critical layers), are of great importance. The physical 
rP-Ason ~for this is not hard to see; at such points the 
perturbation · is stationary in the corotating frame and 
strong resonance effects are to be expected. It should 
perhaps: be po int ed out that the 'L indblad Resonances' where 
l 
K :=. [2:11] 
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are not singular points of the system; this is because we 
are considering a fluid system and have therefore fewer 
degrees of freedom than are present in a treatment starting 
from the full Liouville equation. 
The fundamental question is this: does the system 
[2:10] admit a non-trivial solution satisfying suitable 
boundary conditions and such that the frequency c..., has a 
negative imaginary part? If it does we have found an 
exponentially growing disturbance of the basic flow [ 2: 1] 
which is therefore unstable. The converse is not true; the 
flow may be destabilised by non-linear effects and even in 
the linear theory there may exist disturbances associated 
with the continuous spectrum of non-analytic modes whi eh 
grow algebraically in time ( Chimonas 1979). However for 
convenience we will use 'stable' to mean the absence of an 
exponentially growing normal mode. 
In answering this question it turns out to be 
advantageous to sacrifice linearity (which is of little use 
if one has no explicit solutions) for a reduction in order. 
If we -de fine a n e w v a r i a b 1 e 
[2:12] 
we find that it satisfies the (Riccati) differential equa-
tion 
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are considering a fluid system and have therefore fewer 
degrees of freedom than are present in a treatment starting 
from the full Liouville equation. 
The fundamental question is this: does the system 
[2:10] admit a non-trivial solution satisfying suitable 
boundary conditions and such that the frequency c., has a 
negative imaginary part? If it does we have found an 
exponentially growing disturbance of the basic flow [ 2: 1] 
which is therefore unstable. The converse is not true; the 
flow may be destabilised by non-linear effects and even in 
the linear theory there may exist disturbances associated 
with the continuous spectrum of non-analytic modes which 
grow algebraically in time ( Chimonas 1979). However for 
convenience we will use 'stable' to mean the absence of an 
exponentially growing normal mode. 
In answering this question it turns out to be 
advantageous to sacrifice linearity (which is of little use 
if one has no explicit solutions) for a reduction in order. 
I f we ··--de fine - a new v a r i a b 1 e 
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we fin d that it satisfies the (Riccati) differential equa -
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~I f { 1.( l +~ .Ji p -
[2:13] 
The significance of this transformation is worth 
considering. Physically in a linearized theory the absolute 
magnitudes and phases are irrelevant; what are important 
are the relative magnitudes and phases of the perturbation 
components, information contained in the variable S 
Mathematically the linearity of the system [2:10] means that 
the evolution it determines in (a copy of) 2, (C preserves the 
ray structure (i.e. two sets of initial data which belong to 
the same ray, or one dimensional subspace, evolve into sets 
of final data which also belong to the same ray). Thus it 
al so defines an evolution on the rays, i.e. in the proj ec-
ti ve space ~((..). This space can be identified either with 
the two sphere or [ u {oo}, the identification being given by 
the Riem Pnn-- sphere construction (stereographic projection 
from one pole to the tangent plane at the other pole). It 
is probably better to think of > as a point on the sphere 
because tr. i .s makes the topological structure more evident 
a nd avoids the need for special treatment of the point at 
. f " . t t in ini y. Of course considerable information is l ost in 
this projection, but it is information which is not needed 
- 44 -
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for the · solution of the eigenvalue problem (at least 
formally, in numerical computation there are some reasons 
for retaining it; see chapter 3l Thus the projective equa-
tion should display the fundamental behaviour of the system 
more directly that the original linear system. And if we 
could solve the projective equation, the solution of the 
full linear system would be reduced to quadratures ( indeed 
it was by this method that I obtained the exact solutions 
described in section 11). 
3 The Boundary Value Problem 
For convenience initially suppose the system to be 
bounded by two rigid concentric cylindrical boundaries at 
radii a, and -1.,- • Then the appropriate boundary conditions 
are that the radial velocity perturbation should be zero at 
the boundaries which implies 
0 [ 3 : 1 ] 
.. . Tn f3ct most of our results will be obtained under the more 
general assu~ption that the boundary conditions require the 
value of ( to be real; the extent to which the results are 
c ont i~gent on this particular choice or boundary condition, 
its physical significance, and the possible alternative 
choices will be discussed later (in section 10). 
The differential equation [2:13] together with the 
- 45 -
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boundary conditions [3:1] seems to constitute a well defined 
eigenvalue problem; there is however one residual ambiguity 
which must be resolved, the path from a.. to 4- along which 
it is to be integrated has not been specified. The question 
is non-trivial because of the corotation singularities which 
occur when o- = 0 (we have tacitly assumed that J2. has been 
analytically extended off the real axis into the complex Ji., 
plane). Although it seems probable that this should be 
along the real axis the correct answer can only be obtained 
by a detailed analysis of the effect of viscosity on the 
problem (see Lin(1945a,b 1946)) or by consideration of the 
initial value problem. This shows that for growing modes 
the path of integration should be along the real axis (or 
homologous to this path). The correct choice for neutral 
modes can then be found as the limiting case of the choice 
for growing modes, i.e. along the real axis, but indented at 
a corotation point in the sense opposite to that in which 
the singularity would move if the frequency were given a 
small negative imaginary part. 
It is worth noting that this choice of path 
destroys the - symmetry of the 
complex conjugation (or more 
has been incorporated by 
boundary value problem 
physically an 'arrow of 
under 
time' 
considering the effect of 
irreversible viscous processes operating in an internal 
shear layer about the corotation point). Thus an anti-
spiral theorem of the type stated by Lynden-Bell and 
- 4 6 -
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Ostriker ( 1967) which depends for its proof on the time 
reversibility of the system does not apply in this case. (A 
good example of the danger of time reversibility arguments 
in fluid dynamics is the paradox that while a candle can 
t 
·t easily be blown out it is very hard to suck it out). 
4 A Sufficient Condition for Stability 
In the fundamental differential equation [2:13] the 
only non-real quantities are o- and ~ . This allows a very 
simple proof of a sufficient condition for stability. 
Suppose there exists a growing mode. Then the frequency co · 
has a strictly negative imaginary part and the path of 
integration can be along the real axis. Let us look at the 
I imaginary part of ) for real values of > . We find easily 
[ 4 : 1 ] 
Now if the boundary conditions are such as to 
require the Lnitial and final values off to be real this 
expression cannot be of one sign for all Ji in the range of 
integration and all real values of ! . . The easiest way to 
see this is to consider ; as a point on the Riemann sphere 
and the differential equation [2:13] as defining a vector 
field on the sphere. The real values of { define a great 
- 47 -
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circle on this sphere dividing it into two hemispheres. If 
the vector field is regular and on this circle always points 
from one hemisphere into the other, it is clear that an 
integral curve of the vector field which starts on the 
boundary between the hemispheres can never return to that 
boundary but is forever trapped in the hemisphere it enters. 
It follows that if the boundary conditions require 
~ to assume real values a sufficient condition for 
stability is 
[ 4: 2] 
This can only hold for all values of the frequency w if the 
stronger inequality 
z l 
t{/V- ~o [ 4: 3 J 
is sat~s~ied; this is equivalent to 
[ 4 : 4 ] 
or 
[ 4: 5] 
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( incidentally if we set /)yl... =0 in this we have a proof of the 
result previously obtained by physical reasoning, that a 
sufficient condition for stability to axisymmetric 
disturbances is 
[ 4: 6] 
) . 
If we define a generalised local Richardson number 
1?'- K2. N 2 ( i t +- f,+-
[ 4 : 7 ] 
the above condition becomes 
[ 4 : 8 ] 
In this way we find that a sufficient condition for 
the stability of an arbitrary axisymmetric flow is that the 
generalised Richardson number should everywhere exceed 1/4. 
The analo~ous result for plane parallel flows was suggested 
by G. I. Tay! o-r and proved ( under certain restrictions later 
r ,emoved by Howard ( 1961)) by Miles ( 1961). The axisymmetric flow 
J.. result agre-es with that obtained ( using a method based on 
that of Howard) by Chao-Ho Sung ( 197 4). The advantage of 
the preceding derivation is that it does not require one to 
guess the (non-trivial) transformations which will 
- 49 -
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eventually lead to a positive definite integral expression. 
probably 
The method can ). be applied to any inviscid hydrodynamic 
stability problem where there is sufficient symmetry to 
reduce the problem to a system of two linear ordinary 
would seem to be differential equations; the general statement that in 
all such systems a sufficient condition for stability is 
that the equations should be oscillatory at the critical 
layer (or corotation point) for all real frequencies. It is 
easy to show that for the general axisymmetric swirling flow 
[ 4: 9] 
the appropriate generalised Richardson number is 
(3 z. {Ni.+ K z) + ~r/- N //'t l -Z'm/3.D.. W/.11.. 
[4:10] 
( ,m JL + f3 r11)2 
(compare Lalas(1975)). In section 10 I extend these results 
to more general boundary conditions. 
Even if the generalised Richardson number is less 
t an _1/Jl at some point this argument can be used to restrict 
the possible values of w. For any unstable mode there must 
exist a value of .ti.. in [a., 4"-] for which 
[4:11] 
This implies 
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which confines W to a disc centred on -m. Jl.,. It follows 
that w lies within the union of these discs as ...l't. runs from 
to 4-. This result bears some resemblence to the 
semicircle theorem of Howard ( 1961) but is quite distinct. 
It is, as will be shown, the best possible result if the 
only restriction placed on the boundary points and values is 
that the boundary values of ) be real; the semicircle 
theorem (for plane parallel flows) requires the special 
boundary values of O or OG. 
5 Importance of The Neutral Modes 
The stability result found in the previous section 
is quite weak: however it provides the starting point from 
which stronger results can be derived by studying the 
neutral modes. The essential tool is a simple result on the 
persistence of solutions to a boundary value problem when 
th e par.a.meters of the equation are varied. The argument, 
which will be used several times, is that if a growing mode 
exists for certain values of the parameters and we can vary 
thes e Ln a continuous manner until they lie in a range where 
fro m s oroe stability c r iterion we know there to be no growing 
modes, then at some point during the variation the mode must 
become neutral (the mode can not disappear unless one of the 
- 51 -
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corotation singularities moves onto the path of integra-
tion). It can not become an isolated non-singular neutral 
mode because these when perturbed remain neutral; however it 
is possible for two such to coalesce and produce one growing 
and one decaying mode (an exact analogy is the behaviour of 
the zeros of a polynomial with real coefficients when these \ 
are varied; in principle complex zeros can arise from zeros 
of multipl~city greater than two, but these are not 
structurally stable). It follows that the limit of an 
unstable mode is either a singular neutral mode or ,a double 
neutral mode. Therefore stability or instability having 
been demonstrated for a range of parameter values, if it can 
be shown that in an extension of this range there are no 
singular neutral modes and no double neutral modes then the 
stability result holds for the enlarged range. 
To do this we must seek characterisations of the 
singular and double neutral modes that are incompatible with 
the boundary conditions. -~-In this we are helped by the fact 
that c;- is now a real quantity and thus 5 is the only 
que.ntity left in the equation which can assume-= a complex 
value. And indeed if the value of i is real at a regular 
point, it must remain so until one of the singular points is 
re ac!'l ed. In particular if the boundary conditions require 
) to assume real values, this property . propag~.CES l in Ward S 
as far as the nearest singularity, and if for simplicity we 
temporarily assume a monotone rotation law so that there is 
- 52 -
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only one corotation resonance, it follows that f 
assume real values on either side of this point. 
6 Structure at Corotation I 
53 
must 
From the preceding discussion it is clear that an 
analysis of what happens at the corotation singularity is 
needed for an understanding of the singular neutral modes. 
Though this can be done in terms of the Riccati equation 
[2:13] (see section 7 ) there is some advantage in 
temporarily reverting to the linear form [ 2: 10]. Examina-
tion of this system shows that in the neighbourhood of the 
corotation point we can write it in the formt 
I 
I 
J 0--- + A a- [ 6 : 1 ] 
where 
J [ 6: 2] 
and the A- are constant 2x2 matrices. ~ The corotation point 
is a regular singular point and the solutions about this 
point can be obtained by the method of· Frobenius (see e.g. 
Hille (1969)) . If we wr i t e [6 :1 ] as 
- 53 -
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[ 6: 3 J 
and 
J = [ 6: 4 J 
we find 
[ 6: 5 J 
The indicial equation is 
:::: 0 [ 6 : 6 J 
which implies that the exponents are the eigenvalues of A
0
, 
and provided these do not differ by an integer the 
recurrence relation [6:5] allows one to to find two indepen-
dent series solutions of the differential system. 
specific problem we are considering the matrix A
0 
is 
- 'Ml.Jo 
Jt. 
In the 
[ 6 : 7 J 
(all quantities being evaluated at corotation) and the indi-
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cial equation is 
giving 
C = 
where 
= J- (t :t:-V) ~ 
:::: ..ft._K2 + t f{ .. + /'f'l.11.1.,.:i-J N z.. 
( m. ..a' J2. 
is the generalised 'Richardson Number' 
introduced. 
55 
[ 6 : 8 ] 
[ 6 : 9 J 
[6:10] 
previously 
Let us now consider how this may be interpreted in 
terms of the Riccati variable f· Excluding the special 
cases when y = 0 and V= 1 and retaining only the leading 
terlll s we f-ind 
l+Y Ao-T 
C J+)l (T~ [ 6 : 1 1 ] 
where A , B , C ,)> are constants determined by the particular 
solution chosen. 
Thus as 0- moves along the (indented) real axis, 
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the path followed by { is obtained (to lowest order in 0-) 
from that of a-Y by a bilinear transformation. In view of 
the remark above it is clearly of interest to determine if 
this can be confined to the real axis. 
Now if O< V <1 the path of 0-)) consists of two 
straight line segments joined at an angle of YTr • If the 
bilinear transformation is non-degenerate the image of this 
path will also contain a kink which will prevent it 
coi nciding with the real axis. Therefore ?" can take real 
values on both sides of the corotation point only if 
A]) = BC [6:12] 
But if f 
0 
and a 
..Jo are the values taken by ? on the 
eigenvectors of A
O
, 
A = fC ) [6: 13) 
Thus the condition that the bilinear transformation be 
degenerate becomes 
CJ> f 
0 
= [6: 14) 
which is only _possible in the (excluded) case Y = 0 or when 
one of C ,]) is zero (in which case all points map onto f 
0 
or which it is easily confirmed are real). In other 
words if the differential system is non-oscillatory at the 
corotation point there are two solutions which give real 
values of ~ on both sides of the corotation point and they 
- 56 -
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are exactly the series solutions generated by the method of 
Frobenius. (For an alternative derivation of this result 
using the mean Reynolds stress of the perturbation see Miles 
(1961)). 
But if the generalised Richardson Number exceeds 1/q 
at the corotation point, l.J = {,~ is a pure imaginary and the 
behaviour of the differential system at this point is 
oscillatory. y In this case the path followed by o- consists 
of arcs of two disjoint circles, one of radius 1 and the 
other of radius ±f'-11' e, • It is again clear that no non-
degenerate bilinear transformation can map this onto the 
real axis. However if the transformation is degenerate it 
maps everything onto i or 3
0 
and these are now complex. We 
conclude that in this case it is impossible for f to take 
real values on both sides of the corotation point. 
7 Structure at Corotation II 
Let us again restrict ourselves to flows which have 
only one corotation point and where the boundary conditions 
require ; to take real values. We know from the previous 
section that · if singular neutral modes are to exist the 
differential system must be non-oscillatory at the corota-
tion poi~t and that if this condition is satisfied there are 
in gene al two solutions which take real values on both 
sides of the corotation point. If these solutions are 
integrated out to the boundary points they give two sets of 
- 57 -
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real boundary values of ; for which singular neutral modes 
certainly exist. Thus if the generalised Richardson number 
is less than 1/4 at any point it is certainly possible to 
have singular neutral modes. 
stability criterion must 
It is clear that any sharper 
depend on using some global 
property of the differential equation to relate values of { 
at the boundary points to those near corota tion and will 
thus be more involved than the simple Richardson criterion. 
As before we begin by studying the behaviour near 
corotation only this time we start with the Riccati equation 
[ 2 : 1 3 ] and con cent rate on the case O ~ i?;, ~ 1 / 4 • 
the essential features we consider the equation 
d? 
da-
Abstracting 
[ 7 : 1 ] 
t where a... , j ,3 are given real analytic functions of ~ 
( throughout this section a subcripted quantity denotes the 
app ropriate - coefficient in- that quantity's expansion as a 
power series in CT, thus e.g. 
) . 
find 
a a 
0 + 
.:: a, (T 
I + 
.2 
a)... o- + [ 7: 2] 
If we now seek an analytic solution of [7 :1], we 
-n ( , = L aJ. ( ?i - fj )(_ ~ k - j{<) 
i ·+-j + ,k -=- 1\, 
[ 7: 3] 
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and in particular, if ~ = 0, 
0 =- [ 7: .4] 
Now ct0 cannot be zero ( for if it were the 
singularity would be removable), therefore t, must equal f
0 
or 3
0 
and we may without loss of generality take 
::: [ 7: 5] 
Then 
-Qo {f/) - '3o) 
[ 7: 6] 
- ao((- j) 
and the higher terms can be readily calculated provided 
is not a positive integer. 
Either by direct comparison of [7:1] with [2:13], 
or by correspondence with the results of the previous sec-
tion, we see that 
... 
[ 7 : 7 J 
and that for O < V < 1 there are two analytic · solutions of 
[ 7: 1], one passing through 3
0 
and the other through i at 0 
- 59 -
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and their relation to the attractor J and repellor f 
in the neighbourhood of 0- = O. 
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c;- =0. This confirms our previous results and in addition 
yields the slopes of the two solutions at the corotation 
point. 
fig.1). 
The situation is best illustrated graphically (see 
The vector 
curves § = f{cr) and 
the corotation radius 
field 
) =3tcr) 
CT = 0 
I ; ( ) 
. As 
one of 
' (T ) vanishes on two 
one integrates towards 
these (say 9 ) will be 
attractive and one <f) repulsive, the motion of f being 
away from f (o) and towards 3(o); examination of [ 7: 1] shows 
that this implies a-(f -9) < 0. The expression [7:6] for 
the slopes of the analytic solutions at (T = 0 now shows 
that 
.. 
-Y 
,~j, 
[ 7: 8] 
in other words (remembering O <Y < 1 ) the analytic solution 
which intersects the attractor at the critical point does so 
with slope opposed to that of the attractor, whereas that 
. wh ich intersects the repeller does so with a slope of the 
same sign. Further, in the limit 'Y -> 0 the two solutions 
coincide and in the limit )J -;> 1 they c.oincide except in a 
ne igJ~bourhood of the co rota t ion point unless the slope of 
the attractor ( :], ) . is zero. 
To clarify the structure in the above limiting 
cases and verify that there are no other real solutions we 
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now derive the complete solution of [ 7: 1]. The procedure 
given above always enables us to find one analytic solution, 
with 
"' / = f.o /v 
If we now write 
we find 
where 
Now let 
- "12 J.) ::: 
so that 
.) 
= 
,>- - y f 
?1 - 1+}} , ., 
? + -I .w-
+- a_ 0 
~ 4-o- + .fr,rr + ~rT 2~ 
z 
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[7:12] 
[7:13] 
[ 7 : 14 J 
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[7:15] 
then 
-E -E>(, B 
c e - e J e .:J: dcr [7:16] 
Now 
[7:17] 
so that if O<Y <1 ../J..Tcan only be real if C is zero (the 
complementary function is complex) and we have indeed found 
all the real solutions. If )} = 0 
[7:18] 
~ 
. is al way.s,."° complex and ; is the ~ only real solution. And if 
)} = 1 
...._, 
is always complex if c:t 0 '1.r, + a , f:- 0 i mplying that ) is 
- 62 -
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Fig. 2 The map taking initial values of ? 
on one side of corotation (or a critical 
layer) to final values on the other 
side maps the Riemann sphere into 
itself as shown. The shaded 
hemisphere maps to the 
shaded disc. 
Facing page 63 See append i x C 
R>~ 4 
1 O< R< ~ 
R =0 
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the only real solution, but if a ../.r +- a. 
o I I 
= o, > is real 
for all real values of C and we deduce that in this special 
case all solutions real on one side of corotation are real 
on the other side as well. Because 
[7:20] 
the condition for this special case to occur is ( in accord 
with the simple discussion of the limit )) ~ 1) that the 
slope of the attractor vanish at the corotation point. 
Some of these results and those of the previous 
section can be given an interesting and useful interpreta-
tion if we consider the map which takes an initial value of 
? at a point on one side of the corotation point to the 
corresponding final value of { at a point on the other 
side. · Because this map from fi(CC) to 1,(C) is induced by a 
2. linear endomorphism of (; it must be a bilinear transforma-
tion . Thus the real axis will be mapped into some circle 
which can intel".sect the real axis of the target space in 
0,1,2 or c:>c points. If we consider the above results and 
appeai to continuity, we see that the · situation can be 
summarised by the following diagram (see fig.2). 
However the important point in many applications is 
that if we know the form of the functions f and J (which 
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is a simple algebraic problem) we can often use elementary 
methods of the qualitative theory of differential equations 
to sketch the solutions which are real on both sides of 
corotation and constrain their possible boundary values. 
8 Double Neutral Modes 
In the previous two sections I have shown that 
singular neutral modes can occur if 1~ ~ 1/4 and have 
obtained certain information about them. In this section I 
examine the other possible limiting form of unstable mode, 
the double neutral mode, and attempt to obtain similar 
results. 
A double neutral mode is 2 solution of the 
differential equation 
[ 8: 1 J 
on the interval [a, .fr] with suitabl e ~ ~oundary conditions 
which is non-singular and has multiplicity two; 
al§O satisfies the variational equatio n - - ~ 
I ( ~i) ~ 
with 
- 6 4 -
thus it 
[ 8: 2] 
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(assuming the boundary conditions not to depend on the 
frequency; see section 10 for an extension to more general 
conditions) solving which we obtain as the necessary and 
sufficient condition for a mode to be a double neutral mode 
0 [ 8: 4] 
It follows that on a double neutral mode the 
expression 
[ 8: 5] 
must change sign. Conversely if this expression is positive 
.for some values of 0.. and 5 and negative for others there 
will exist, for suitable boundary points and V:9.lues, solu-
tions which are double neutral modes. The condition that 
the above expression change sign is precisely tfie condition 
that the vector field defined by the original equation 
should. point into both the upper and the low1:::1• hemisphere 
w_hen the frequ_ency is made slightly complex ( the geometrical 
content of this is simply that · one has to be able to move 
away from and then back to the real axi·s) ; i n ?' other words 
it will be satisfied if the generalised Richardson criterion 
is violated. 
We conclude that Yf;,, < 1 /4 is the necessary and 
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sufficient condition for 
neutral modes and double 
the existence of 
neutral modesTand 
both singular 
that any double 
neutral mode must lie in part within the regiori 
oA 
ow 
+ $ 0 
9 Application to Selfsimilar Flows 
[ 8 : 6 ] 
Let us now apply these ideas to the study of the 
self-similar flows 
o<A<2 [ 9 : 1 ] 
(removing a constant of proportionality by an appropriate 
choice of length and time scales). These are natural models 
.to consider because, as well as simplifying the analysis, 
they give good representations of certain astrophysically 
important · cases*. The case of uniform rotation is 
represented by I\ = 0 and if ), > 2 the flows are 
cent~ifugally unstable. In many spiral galaxies the rota-
tion law is weli represented by ~ = 1 over a large r ange in 
radius and for a Keplerian disc ;\ = 1. 5. Let us also 
supp ose0 that the basic flow is of u~iform density and 
pressure. For boundary conditions we require f to be real 
* Except of course at the origin where they are singular; for a physically realistic model the rotation law should be modified inside some small core r adius so that ..n., is finit e at the origin . 
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at some small radius (see next section) and the perturbation 
to vanish as ./t --3> c,,o • This gives the simplest realistic 
model in which to study the effects of differential rota-
tion. Al though the equations are considerably simplified 
( both ~ and N vanish) they remain much more complicated 
than those of the plane parallel theory However we can 
still apply the general methods developed in the previous 
sections (the application of these methods to plane parallel 
flows gives some interesting results which are summarised in 
appendix A). 
With these simplifications equation [2:13] becomes 
[ 9 : 2] 
but in fact for our purposes it turns out to be better to 
use not f but / = .n;- ; this gives 
I 
t = 
One advantage of studying these self-similar models is that 
because the basic flow has no associated length scale we can 
al ways r .e-.scale a singular neutral mode ·so that the corota-
tion point falls at some given radius, say .J-t_ = 1. Thus it 
is only necessary to study the functional form of the 
attractor and repeller with the corotation singularity at 
- 67 -
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this one point. 
These functions, f 
quadratic equation 
and j , are the roots of the 
[ 9: 4] 
If the corota tion point is at .ll = 1, o-/.n, = lfr't(l/-' I) and is an 
increasing function. Thus for .k > 1 a., is a decreasing 
function passing through zero at the outer Lindblad 
resonance and '/3 is a positive increasing furtc tion. If 
r3c/w > 1, i.e. if the system has exponential behaviour at 
large radii, C is positive for It >1. At ./l =1 both roots 
lie between 1tri/2. and 1YL/{:i.-A), f being the lesser and :J the 
greate.r. ... At _ the outer Lindblad resonance :J = co and 
Beyond this point 
roots are real f is positive. 
Theorem 
is negative. When the 
If pc/ t...J > 1 ( no sound waves at large rad ii) and 
the roots are real between corotation and the outer Lindblad 
resonance and in this region '3{.ll) ~ fJ( /) there are no 
- 68 . -
Fig. 3 The parabola 1 represents the (constant) left hand side 
of equation[9:6]and parabola 2 its (variable) right hand side. 
At corotation (when er= 0) 2 degenerates into the ho~izontal line 3. 
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singular neutral modes which decay exponentially as .Jz ->oo 
and for which 
Proof :-
i s re a 1 as ..Ji -> O • 
Exponential decay as .IL-> oo requires J -> J as Ji. -> co but 
under the hypotheses of the theorem both real solutions are 
bounded from above by 
= 'Wlax { 3(1) ) f (Ii') J 
l~.Ji ;~.h.., 
[ 9: 5] 
and from below by O ( the known form of the two real sol u-
tions near r=1 shows this to be initially true and no solu-
tion curve can cross O from above or r from below). 
both real solutions are positive as Jc-> ex::, whereas 9 
negative. 
Thus 
is 
It is easy to show that the hypothese~ of the 
theorem are satisfied if 2> A) 1; 3 {.Ji) is the larger of the 
two values of '1 for which 
[ 9: 6 J 
and it is sufficient to show (see fig,3) 
h(/L) ( lz ~ 1) [ 9 : 7 ] 
or 
- 69 -
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[ 9: 8] 
But 
l I\ l 
, 1?11, /I p,'"':::; 
,., i (z - ). ) J [ 9 : 9 ] 
[ 9 :1 0 ] 
and as · 
[ 9 : 1 1 ] 
h (.ti) ~ 0 Ck~ I) [9:12] 
fhis is by no means the best possible result; 
numerical calculation of :) shows £hat it is a mono tonic 
function between corotation and the outer Lindblad resonance 
for 2> /\ >O. 13 and better results coul,d be obtained with 
other forms of the equation. I conjecture that . the result 
holds for 2> A >O; it seems improbable that a singular 
neutral mode exists in a flow so close to uniform rotation 
- 70 -
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that /I <0.13. 
It remains to consider the possibility of double 
neutral modes. Using the result at the end of section 4 for 
some value of Ji in the range of integration 
2 /tr I [9:13] = 
This confines the possible values of cu to a region of the 
complex plane which excludes the origin; thus a double 
neutral mode must corotate at a point inside the inner 
boundary and can not corotate at infinity (i.e. instability 
can not set in through a stationary perturbation). But .we 
also know from section 8 that such a double neutral mode 
must cross the locus 
[9:14] 
and it is easy to see that it is in consequence also trapped 
between 1/f. and O. 
_Thus there can exist neither singular neutral modes 
nor double neutral modes where is real at the inner 
boundary and represents an exponentially decaying perturba-
tion at - large radii. As the generalised Richardson 
criterion shows the flow to be stable for sufficiently large 
-" we deduce that the flows JL = Ji , 1 < A <2 are stable to 
perturbations whose character is essentially incompressible. 
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But in an astrophysical context the sound speed 
will in general be quite low, perhaps of order a tenth of 
the azimuthal velocity. Therefore this result, while 
interesting, is largely irrelevant. If C is small the 
differential system has oscillatory behaviour outside the 
region enclosed by the Lindblad resonances. This has 
certain interesting consequences. 
boundary conditions are 
= 0 
Let us suppose that the 
[9:15] 
Then there are many singular neutral modes; for a general 
value of (3 we need only choose one of the two real sol u-
tions, integrate away from the corotation point until we 
enter an oscillatory region and then locate a.. or J.r at one 
of the many points where the solution passes through zero. 
Having found values of a and ~ for which a singular 
neutral mode exists we can now ask what happens when we 
slightly perturb one of the boundary points . 
.. L et us define a function A as follows; starting 
suitable 
with = 0 at we integrate [ 9: 3 J along a 
contour to 4-, the value of /5, is then the terminal value of L. Pla i n l y LJ is a holomorphic functio·n of W, /3 , 4 and a 
mode cor r esponds to a zero of I:::, • The behaviour of a mode 
when perturbed can be deduced if we know the leading terms 
in the Taylor series expansion of .6; we have 
- 72 -
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0 [9:16] 
is the final value of I i, thus a negative, non-
zero real number~ And ?;/J~v) must be complex for almost all 
modes unless the Richardson number at corotation, '-{?;,, is 0 
or 1/4. 
frequency; 
To see this make a small real change in the 
this has two effects, firstly the corotation 
point and the two solutions which are real change slightly, 
secondly the 'wavelength' in the oscillatory regions is 
altered. If the inner boundary point a, is sufficiently far 
away the second effect dominates and the change in f1 is 
equivalent to that produced by a displacement of et. But 
this shows, using the results of 8, that ~!:./?>u? is non-zero 
and complex except when '!?;,, is O or 1 /4 when it is real. 
Thus a positive or negative displacement of the outer 
boundary wil 1 produce a <ow with a negative imaginary part 
unless 'R,;, .. :0,1/4. 
Now if we leave two degrees of freedom (e.g. by 
allowin g ... -both boundary points to move, or by letting the 
frequency change and one boundary point move) it is possible 
to follow a singular neutral mode as the Richardson number 
~ is varied from O to 1 /4. Be c au s e ea C' h mod e at '(?;, = 0 , 1 / 4 
results from the confluence of two modes it is possible to 
follow one mode to ~ =0 or 1 / 4 and return following 
another. By drawing a few diagrams one sees that by cycling 
- 73 -
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ee equation ~ :~, is ·ocace in an oscill a tory r egion so that the 
quadratic on the RHS is positive or negative definite, in this case negat ive . 
Fig. 4 The neutral curve and the regions of instability in the 
'local Richardson number at corotation' against 'location of the 
inner boundary point' plane for one mode: note that this is not the 
stability boundary of the flow. 
a 
Ri=O 
Facing page 74 
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f?,:, between O and 1 /4 any two singular neutral modes which 
have the same number of nodes ( points where Z = 0) between 
the corotation point and the outer boundary point can be 
connected to one anothe~; each cycle changes the number of 
nodes between the inner boundary point and corotation by one 
(a pole and a zero of one mode come together at the corota-
tion point when Thus there is really only one such 
mode. If we imagine fixing the outer boundary point and 
then plotting against~ the locations of the inner boundary 
points of all the singular neutral modes which can be 
connected as above the result will have the structure of 
fig.4. But this diagram can also be interpreted as showing 
the regions of stability and instability of the given mode; 
the boundaries between such regions must consist of points 
at which the mode is neutral and we have seen that except 
when ~ =0, 1 /4 the neutral modes do separate re·gions of 
stability and instability. Because the flow is stable if 
'R;, > l/4 . :we deduce that the regions of instability are those 
shaded in fig.4. 
,.The remark a b 1 e con c 1 us ion is that when ii;, = 0 , i • e • 
the perturbatio~s are two dimensional and there are no 
stabilising radial buoyancy forces, the flow is unstable for 
almost al .l locations of the boundary points provided these 
are sufficiently far apart to lie one on each side of the 
corotation point and in the oscillatory regions. We can 
also give some classification of . the modes and make vari ous 
t - 74 -
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predictions about their behaviour under perturbations. 
These have been confirmed by some preliminary numerical 
work. 
Al though this argument has been presented for one 
specific case it is clear that the result is quite general 
and that we have effectively proved the following result 
i' 
A flow is unstable if the boun~ary conditions are 
time-symmetric (see below) and the differential 
equation, for some frequency, has a critical layer 
with local Richardson number 0 tsurrounded 
oscillatory 
points. 
regions containing 
10 Boundary Conditions 
the 
by two 
boundary 
These results have been obtained on the assumption 
that the boundary conditions require '7, ( or f ) to take real 
values and it is reasonable to ask if there is any physical 
reason for distinguishing suc h"· boundary conditions. 
Examining the definition of { we see that if it is real the 
rad i a 1 ve 1 o c i -t y and p r e s s u r e p e r t U"f' bat ion s a r e in quad r a -
ture; thus the boundary can do no work on, nor extract any 
energy from, the system. This explains the importance of 
such condi tio-ns in the theory of · ,-singular neutral modes; 
for such modes any physical boundary condition which does 
not incorporate an 'arrow of time' must be of this form. 
These time-symmetric boundary conditions occur frequently; 
- 75 -
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they include the rigid and free boundary conditions of 
classical hydrodynamics as well as conditions of exponential 
decay in some limit or regular! ty at some point. The one 
important case not included is that of a radiation boundary 
condition; clearly a condition of 'no incoming wave energy' 
is not time-symmetric. This is unfortunate because such 
boundary conditions are often the most natural ones to 
impose. In particular for compressible disc models the 
natural boundary conditions are that the solution be regular 
at the orfgin and have no energy flux coming in from 
infinity. 
The above argument explains why in many cases the 
boundary values of > should be real for neutral modes. 
However in general this value will depend on the frequency 
(as a concrete example consider the boundary conditions 
appropriate to a membrane of given density and elasticity) 
so that the value of ; wi 11 be complex for growing modes. 
The bound ary conditions can be regarded as descriptions of 
the coupling between the perturbations of the fluid system 
an d . .. the .. ,.·- hid d en in t e r n a 1 mod e s o f some o the r me c ha n i c a 1 
system ( for ~xample the vibration s of the membrane). For 
most natural systems if the amplitude of the fluid perturba-
t ion in c r ea s e s the s e hid d en mod e s w i l ·l grow by a b so r b in g 
t energy f~om the fluid perturbation; indeed if the boundary 
were to feed energy into a growing mode the resulting 
instability would be essentially one of the hidden system 
- 76 -
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rather than of the fluid system (which would now be more 
naturally regarded as imposing boundary conditions on the 
other; a situation where this is relevant is the analysis of 
a model formed by patching together two flows, for example a 
differentially rota ting disc with the centre replaced by a 
uniformly rotating core). 
should absorb energy from 
Thus most boundary 
growing modes; this 
conditions 
determines 
the sign of the imaginary part of 5 (which is also that 
appropriate to a radiation boundary condition). 
In section 4 I showed that if the frequency has a 
negative imaginary part (signifying a growing mode) then it 
is easy for ? to cross the real axis from one hemisphere to 
the other in one direction, but difficult (and impossible if 
at all points f?..i.>1/4) to go in the reverse direction. It is 
easy to guess (and to verify) that the solutions crossing in 
the easy direction correspond to increasing · perturbations 
driven by an influx of energy through both boundaries. Thus 
if the boundary conditions are passive and do not feed 
energy to the perturbation the boundary values are either 
real or_.- lie in the hemispheres which it is difficult to 
join. It follows that with these very general boundary 
conditions the generalised Richardson criterion provides a 
suff.cient condition for stability and that any double 
neut r al node must still have some points in the region 
[8:6]. Of course necessity no longer holds; it is intui-
tively reasonable that allowing energy to leak out of the 
- 77 . -
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t sys t em should make it more stable. 
While it is not so easy to extend the other results 
some general conclusions can be drawn. There are two 
critical parameters which together determine what happens at 
the corotation point, the generalised Richardson number ~ · 
and the quantity 1 = J,{%- fo) In the two wave regions we 
can think of the solutions as waves carrying energy towards 
and away from the corotation point and define approximate 
reflection and transmission coefficients (some care is 
needed he·re because when o- is negative the group and phase 
velocities of the waves have opposite signs). 
If 'R;, =0 and ~ ~ 0 ( as is the case in the self-
similar disc models) my results can be interpreted as 
showing that over-reflection occurs for wave packets inci-
dent from outside, i.e . the amplitude of the reflected 
packe t exceeds that of the incident. If 'R;_ :0 and ~~ 0 
over-reflection occurs for packets incident from inside. 
Thus the . corotation point can act as an amplifier of 
acoustic waves ; and if we introduce sufficient positive 
feedback ~y reflecting some of the amplified waves back it 
can ac t as an o s c illa t or. Th i s o f fers a ph ysica l explana-
tion of the results of section 9 and indicates that at least 
one o f the. bou n da ry co ndi ti ons can be r elax ed to a r ad i atio n 
b o und a ry c ondition without changing the conclusion. 
The p h e n o me n o n o f ove r-r eflec t ion . was f ir s t 
discov e r e d by Mi l es (1957) and Ri h n e r ( 1957 ) wh i le st u d y ing 
- 78 -
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the interaction of sound waves with a vortex sheet; it has 
since been demonstrated for internal gravity waves by Jones 
( 1968), for Rossby waves by Dickinson and Clare ( 1973) and 
for magneto-acoustic waves by Fejer ( 1963). An excellent 
account is that given by Acheson (1976) which contains an 
extensive bibliography and a luc~d account of the 'negative 
energy' aspect. 
Physically there are two effects involved; firstly 
the presence of waves inside corota tion reduces the total 
energy of the system whereas outside they increase it, 
secondly they can cause permanent changes of order the wave 
amplitude squared in the mean flow near the radius of 
corotation (the generalised Charney-Drazin theorem, (Andrews 
and McIntyre (1978)), shows that the waves only induce 
transient mean flow changes at other radii). In the absence 
of the second effect energy conser a t ion shows that over-
reflection must occur. However in general the critical 
layer absorption or emission is the dominant effect; 
is controlled by the parameters~ and~· 
11 Exact Solutions 
this 
An estimate of the magnitude of the first effect 
and a confirmation of the general theory is provided by 
certain exact solutions. As noted in section 2 the 
differential system [2:10] has singular points at zero, 
infinity and the corotation points where 0- = O. However if 
- 79 -
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at a corotation point~= 0 and ~ = 0 that singularity is 
removable; this condition requires that either. 
0 [11:1] 
or 
[11:2] 
If [ 1 1 : 1 ] or [11:2] holds globally the corotation 
singularities are al ways removable and the only singular 
points are zero and infinity. In general these are 
irregular but there are two families of self-similar models 
for which zero is a regular singular point: in these cases 
the general solution to the perturbation equations can be 
found in terms of Whittaker functions. 
Case I 
- 'A 
If J2, = JL. -1' = A and 
I-/\ 
C = c-.1c, then the 0 
general solution is ( X = Ji" ) 
~ 
v(,.{, = ·~ { '/ {2.. - ). ) m c&: '}:(z-A) o- .w-J Jt d?(; cz 
0 
[11:3] 
i {, {? ')eh» 11(1--i) 1YL (T .).ifs = i1{2.-?. k + 
::t: 
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where J.Ar is any solution of the confluent hypergeometric 
equation 
-d l.w-
+ ~ { 0- l 'trlz. f 2,(1..-?,)/CoL] [11:4] --J,:;;,cz.., ?,..'- C 2. x.t 0 
Case II 
-" +11 1-'). If J2 = .I?, fa = Jz and C = C J-z, the general 0 
solution is 
[11:5] 
where ~ and x.. are as in case I. 
Either by a simple WKBJ approximation or by 
consideration of the known asymptotic forms of Whittaker 
functions these solutions can be used to estimate the ratio 
of the _am,plitude of the reflected to that of the incident 
wave packet: both methods give results of order 
+ [11:6] 
so that maximum over-reflection occurs when 
- 81 -
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i C i. 
'YYl. 0 '"\ L t 2 (2..- :>i) + ~ [11:7] 
4-
and gives an amplification of 
e [11:8] 
The effect vanishes as the discs tend towards uniform rota-
tion and becomes very efficient as they tend towards 
irrotational ( A =2) discs; 
maximum effect is about 0.01 5 
This is quite small. 
for a keplerian disc the 
However the main reason for 
this is the width of the 'barrier' through which the 
perturbation has to tunnel and if this could be reduced by 
making the disc slightly self-gravitating the effect might 
be considerably increased; also when the second process 
operates and energy is extracted from the mean flow at the 
corot_ation radius, because the perturbation only has to 
tunnel half the distance, an order of magnitude estimate is 
that the amplification will be about the square root of that 
due to tbe first process. This suggests that amplifications 
of a few percent are quite possible in Keplerian discs. 
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12 Conclusions 
In compressible discs sound waves can be reflected 
with an amplification of a few · percent from regions where 
the local Richardson number is zero, but in general only 
from one side. If this side faces the centre of the disc 
the amplified wave will be reflected back and an instability 
will result. It is probable that self-gravity of the disc 
enhances this effect*. The resulting unstable mode probably 
grows until the non-linear interaction between itself and 
other modes can feed energy into modes of lower amplitude at 
a rate equal to that at which it is absorbing energy from 
the mean flow. The prospect arises of an accretion disc 
which is not turbulent in the usual sense, but in which the 
angular momentum is transported by a stochastic spectrum of 
such weakly non-linear sound waves, rather as in the oceans 
horizontal momentum is transported vertically by internal 
gravity waves (MUller (1976)). 
In the case of subsonic (or incompressible) 
* Actually that part of the analysis which depends only on the two-dimensionality and linearity of the problem can be carried out even for a self-gravitiating disc. A highly non-linear integro-differential equation can be found for a projective variable and if the boundary conditions require this va'r iable to be real there are sti1·1 only O, 1,2 or oo solutions with this property. However the non-local nature of the relation between the potential and the density, reflected in the fact that the equation is integro-differen-tial rather than differential, appears to prevent any further progress. I intend to investigate the consequences of using a local approximation for the potential (as in spiral density wave theory). 
- 83 -
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Fig. 5 By the substitution '7j =r/ s one obtains an equation in 
which the attractor~ is tangent to the curve '7 f/ ) = '111. /(fo w0 at 
corotation an · h' 1 unless there is d thus Can not have a vanis ing s ope 
p*~~o at that radius. an extremum in 1 ~ vV 
But when the slope of the 
attractor is non-zero the only possible singular neutral mode 
through f at corotation, When the flow is (shown dotted) passes 
subsonic f is bounded away from zero; the required result follows 
from the fact thatf and 3 are seperated by a monotonic function 
(namely 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
m. 
/ -
/) ±I r,.) 
lo 0 
------+------()"' 
(T::. 0 
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axisymmetric systems it is easy to show that if the 
perturbations are two-dimensional and 
rigid cone en tr i c cylinders a necessary 
the boundaries 
condition for 
are 
the 
existence of a singular neutral mode is an extremum in w0/(o 
if the flow is isentropic and an extremum in Q 0(o if it is 
isobaric. The proof is virtually identical to that of the 
corresponding result in the plane parallel case (see 
appendix A) and should be evident from fig. 5. One can also 
show that if there is a singular neutral mode in such a flow 
and it only corotates at one radius, then the extremum must 
:!:I I be a maximum in /(.)o fo -20}/,rn., at the corotation radius. In 
the absence of a semicircle theorem these results do not 
yield simple stability results, but I think it very probable 
that as in the case of plane parallel flows the necessary 
conditions for 
also necessary 
the existence of 
conditions for 
dynamical instability in the 
singular neutral modes are 
instability. 
subsonic case 
In general 
appears to 
require a fairly sharp maximum in the vorticity (so that the 
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability could be said to be the generic 
dynamical instability of subsonic flows). However it seems 
to be impossible to obtain simple general results for cases 
where the local Richardson number does not vanish 
identically. In the study of specific mo~els, as shown by 
the example of section 2:10, my methods can be quite power-
ful; that example shows that, at least in a uniform density 
and pressure subsonic disc with a rotation law of the 
- 84 -
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Keplerian type, allowing the perturbations to have a three-
dimensional structure has no destabilising effect. 
I end with a summary of the results established in this chapter. 
(1) A sufficient condition for the stability of an axisynnnetric 
flow with passive boundary conditions is that the local Richardson number 
(defined by equation 4:7) should everywhere exceed 1/4. 
(2) Without further restricting the boundary conditions no stronger 
result can be obtained. 
(3) There is a geometric technique which can be used to describe 
the neutral modes (especially the singular neutral modes). 
_').. (4) The flows-11= .It (l~A<2) with uniform density and pressure, 
a passive inner boundary and an outer boundary condition of exponential 
decay as Ji~ oo are stable to perturbations which do not represent sound 
waves at large radii. 
(5) These flows, when sufficiently compressible to s~pport sound 
waves and with sufficiently sep~ated reflecting boundaries, can be 
unstable if O<Ri<l/4 and are unstable if Ri=O (except perhaps for a 
discrete set of boundary locations). 
(6) There exist two families of self-similar flows for which the 
solutions of the perturbation equations can be expressed in terms of 
Whittaker functions. 
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Chapter 3 
- Numerical Methods - 89 
1 Introduction 
While working on the analytic theory described in 
the last chapter I considered the possibility of numerically 
integrating the linearized perturbation equations with the 
viscous terms retained. This required the solution of a 
problem of the Orr-Sommerfeld type, a boundary value problem 
in which the differential system has solutions with widely 
differing growth rates (corresponding to the presence of two 
scales, the viscous and the dynamical, in the problem). 
Such problems are notoriously hard to solve numerically (for 
a general introduction to the earlier literature see the 
review by J.M.Gersting and D.F.Jankowski (1972)). The 
methods used can be divided into two categories. Firstly 
there are those which seek to determine the entire solution 
at once, either by using matrix methods to solve a finite 
difference scheme or by determining the coefficients in some 
expansion of the solution. Secondly there are the shooting 
methods which attempt to solve the boundary value problem by 
initial 'value methods. The methods in the second category 
have the advantage of simplicity and small storage require -
ments al though on general grounds the methods in the first 
category - should be slightly more effiriient. I analysed 
these shoot i ng methods and found a unifying geometrical 
interpretation of the principal methods , those of 
orthonormal i sat ion and inv ar ian t imbedd ing, which indicates 
- 89 -
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a slight superiority for the method of orthonormalisation in 
difficult cases. 
2 The Problem 
The generic problem consists of a system of 
ordinary differential equations of order n, , linear and 
depending analytically on some parameter f, (if there is 
more than one parameter ~ should be interpreted as a 
vector); 
J = 
J :x ,~ J C?l) 6 V [ 2: 1 ] 
F (x, fv) f-7 F {:>l, t-,) €E L(v, V) 
where V is a vector space of dimension l}'t (we will normally 
consider V as a vector space over <C, but the application 
t o real vector spaces is obvious) and [::r-..,X,t..] is a closed 
interval of the real line. Integration of this system 
defines a flow on V, i.e. a map 
V ~ V [2:2] 
such that 
[2 : 3] 
- 90 -
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Because the system is linear the map R is a linear map. 
The system is subject to i-k. independent linear 
homogeneous boundary conditions at X - a n d t o -k, 
1 
= 1'l - .,/~ a t A.. 
)C-<,: That is there exist linearly independent subsets 
[ 2: 4] 
I 
of the dual space V and the boundary conditions are 
[ 2: 5] 
i:::1- -- -/z 
It is convenient to introduce bases for the annihilators of 
the subspaces spanned by these sets, i.e. linearly indepen-
dent sets of vectors in V 
[ 2: 6] 
such that 
[ 2: 7] 
Then any solution of the system satisfring both sets of 
boundary conditions will have for its value at 7CQ. a linear 
combination of the a,~ and at )l-{,- a 1 inear combination of the 
- 91 -
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3 Simple Shooting 
This observation forms the basis of the simple 
shooting method; if the value · of the solution at :>Cct. is a 
linear combination of the a~, then because of the linearity 
of I~ its value at ?l1.r will be the same linear combination of 
the vectors 
[ 3: 1 ] 
and this will be expressible as a linear combination of the 
..f.r~ iff the exterior product (essentially a determinant) 
J) = [ 3 : 2 ] 
1, I is zero. The simple shooting method consists of choosing ~ 
sets of initial values satisfying the boundary conditions at 
)Cr,.. ( the a..1.·), advancing them to x-<r by any initial value 
method and then evaluating the determinant Y . If the 
differential system is non-singular in the range [ ~, x{,J J) 
is a holomorphic function of the parameter ~ and its zeros 
may be found by any of the standard methods. 
This simple scheme breaks down when applied to 
problems of the Orr-Sommerfeld type. Al though the initial 
vectors a. are linearly independent, the final vectors may .,_ 
well be nearly dependent because the growth of some compo-
- 92 -
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nen t s of the solution is so extreme as to swamp the 1 e s s 
rapidly growing components. A partial cure is to match at 
some point X in the middle of the range and set 
"" 
]) = [ 3 : 3 J 
4 The Method of Orthonormalisation 
A much 
orthonormalisation 
better solution 
(see e.g. Conte 
is the 
t (1966)). 
method 
In this 
of 
t-he 
range of integration is divided -into a number of sub ranges. 
As in the simple shooting method a set of LI 'f{- vectors is 
advanced from ·xo.. to )C'v- by integration aero s s each subrange. 
l, I However at the end of each subrange the '1'-<., vectors are 
orthonormalised (say by the Gram-Schmidt process) with 
respect to some arbitrary inner product on V Th.is ensures 
that the vectors remain independent and that the growth of 
one solution does not swamp the others (or cause overflow 
problems! ) . As before a determinant ]) can be formed, 
either at x-t,- or at some internal matching point /t ' the ...... 
zeros of which identify non-trivial solutions of the 
bound~ry value problem. It may not however be a holomorphic 
function of the parameter; in particular if the quadratic 
form u sed to define the inner product is a positive definite 
Hermitean one it will not be holomorphic because of the 
occurence of complex conjugate quantities in the expression 
- 93 -
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for the inner product. For this reason the use of an 
orthogonal form (even though it is indefinite) has been 
recommended by some authors (starting with Gary and Helgason 
(1970)). It is certainly true that the determinant found in 
this way will be locally holomorphic, but because of the 
different branches of the square root which may be taken 
when normalising the region of holomorphy tends to be very 
small*. Thus it is impossible to use global zero finding 
methods based on the principle of the argument. 
By contrast if the inner product is based on a 
Hermitian form, not only do we have the security of a posi-
tive definite inner product, but it is also easy to see that 
the determinant formed is the product of the determinant 
that we would have obtained using the simpl~ shooting method 
with exact arithmetic and a positive real function. 
the determinant is simply a rescaled version of 
Thus 
the 
determinant produced by the simple method, and indeed if 
some information is retained from the ortho~ormalisations it 
is easy to calculate the scaling. But this is not necessary 
if we wish to apply the principle of the argument, for the 
arguments of the two determinants agree and this very power-
ful and useful method can be applied directly ( Appendix B 
desc rib es a FORTRAN package for just such an application). 
* In fact it is not hard to see from Jensen's formula that 
no method which controls the growth can return a globally holomorphic determinant . 
- 94 -
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5 Invariant Imbedding 
Consideration of this method shows clearly that the 
object of importance is not the particular set of vectors 
being advanced, but the linear subspace that they span. 
This suggests that it would be better to formulate the 
problem and its solution in as basis independent a way as 
possible. 
The differential system induces a flow, not only on 
the space V but also on all the geometric objects 
associated with V . In particular it induces a flow ·on the 
Grassmanians ~../{_ {V) ( 
{~ -dimensional linear 
jl?. { V) i s d e f i n e d 
subspaces of V 
as the set of 
for example 
is the set of all planes through the origin of lR. 3 ) . The 
boundary conditions can be stated as 
[ 5 : 1 ] 
J ( ,et--) 'B S~ (_ 41) c i1z {V) ,,--5, c 
so that if the induced flow on 1rlv) is denoted R~ the 
condition for a non-trivial solution is 
[ 5 : 2] 
or if matching at some intermediate point , 
- 95 -
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[ 5 : 3 ] 
Clearly this is a minimal formulation of the problem, all 
arbitrary factors having been removed. 
minimality is not entirely desirable. 
Actually this 
The additional 
information retained in the method of orthonormalisa tions 
(the orientation of the basis defining the subspace) greatly 
assists the location of solutions by enabling one to use the 
principle of the argument. 
For purposes of ·calculation this method can only be 
used if we have some rep re sen ta tion of elements of J-k(v) and 
But t hi s i s no t di f f i c u 1 t • :j I?_ { V) i s a 
manifold (of dimension l<.(1t-ck)={ft'> and there exlst certain 
of the flow 
natural parametrizations of jiv) by linear maps which 
purposes of calculation may be identified with ma.trices. 
for 
' 
These natural parametrizations may be defined as 
follows. Let U 
1 
€ ...fa.ft{V) and let /,l:l be ~ subspace 
complementary to I)., in V, i.e. I • 
V ==- u 
I [ 5 : 4 J 
~ (u,) == ~ 
Now let D( €. Z (U,, U<) and consider the map 
[ 5: 5 J 
- 96 -
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This is easily seen to be a parametrization of an open 
neighbourhood of I!, in <-U (V) by elements of ,i { U,, Uz..) which 
!It 
-k j/ can be identified (though non-canonically) with (C • And 
clearly the set of such parametrizations ( or rather their 
inverse charts) constitute an atlas for the manifold f~fv). 
Having parametrized ~~(V) (or at least an open 
subset of it) the flow R,k defines and is defined by a 
system of differential equations in the parametrization 
coordinates. 
equation. 
This system is easily determined from the original 
The splitting of V induces a splitting of f 
into four linear maps which we denote A , B , C ,]) to conform 
with the standard literature. 
[5:6] 
The original differential equation was 
=- F J [ 5: 7] 
If 
J [ 5: 8] 
then 
- 97 -
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I (f) { 0( I -<A_, + (X M..') (AA+ "B tx~) @ (c « + ]>~,u,) u ::= 
~ -<ll A .«... t- B D<. ..u..,, 
r· [ 5: 9] : I O< '4 = C ,u +])cx~-tx4 
== C .«. +1>tx4 -D<./14 -P<BtX4 
If the second equation is to hold for all initial values of 
«. ' 
(X:_ I C + ])rx. - ot A - 0( T5 {>(_ [5:10] 
which is the required equation determining the 
In the particular case when V is of even dimension and 
"R = ~/2 this is the central equation of those methods 
·-gen er a 11 y known as Ricatti or invariant imbedding methods 
(see e.g. Curl & Graebel (1972), Scott (1973), Davey 
t (1977)). An advantage of this derivation is that the exten-
sion to cases of arbitrary dimensionality is obvious, but 
equall.y as important is the conceptual gain from having - a 
clear geometric formulation of the method. For instance it 
is well known that singularities may be encountered in the 
integration of the Ricatti equation and that the solution is 
to chang8 to another set of variables which satisfy a 
related Ricatti equation. From the geome~ric point of view 
it is clear that this behaviour is an essential 0onsequence 
of the fact that the manifold 
lti ' 
open subset of C · and so 
~(V)is not homeomorphic to an ll . 
cannot be covered by any one 
- 98 -
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parametrization; whenever in the integration we move out of 
the region covered by our chart we must switch to another 
chart in the atlas which does cover the region we are 
entering. This raises the interesting question of how many 
such charts are needed to form a complete atlas. If it is 
confined to natural charts (as defined above and used in the 
standard methods) it is easy to see that at least -/i + 1 are 
required (in contradiction to the impression often given in 
the literature that two will suffice). For given any 1?. 
natural charts on 1Jfv) defined by the decompositions of V, 
= [5:11] 
choose one vector from each of the complementary subspaces 
U,, .• and if necessary adjoin to this set such 
additional arbitrary vectors that the subspace qf V it 
gene rat e s i s o f dime n s i on 1?.. • Then this subspace is an ele-
ment of tlV) that does not belong to any of the coordinate 
domains of the given rz charts. 
6 Other Methods 
This geometric point of view can also be used to 
describe many alternative integration techniques and 
suggests several new ones. By integrating in the dual space 
I V we get the method of adjoints . The simple shooting 
method and the method of o r thonormalisation can be regarded 
- 99 -
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as an integration in (J)-k V And the method proposed by 
t "'*V . Davey in a recent preprint involves integratin~ in /\ A 
novel method which is not very efficient, but is reliable 
and easy to program, consists of integrating in the space of 
sets of -k orthogonal vectors. 
This is obtained from the simple shooting method by 
a slight modification of the derivative subroutine; 
of integrating 
= F 
l>(::.f-·· -It 
instead 
[ 6 : 1 ] 
we take an initial set of orthonormal vectors and integrate 
[ 6 : 2 ] 
(X=l····lt 
In other words we only keep that component of each deriva-
tive which is perpendicular to the subspace spanned by the 
vectors. This means that the vectors remain orthonormal and 
only rot ate as much as is necessary for them to stay in the 
correct subspace. 
It should perhaps be pointed out that the non-
linear differential equations which arise in these methods 
- 100 -
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are gene r ally quite stiff so that it may in certain cases be 
more efficient to use an initial value method designed for 
suc h eq uations. In general because of its robustness and 
economy I would recommend the method of orthonormalisations 
(using a Hermitian form) combined with an automated zero 
finder based on the principle of the argument (see Appendix 
B) as the best shooting method for this problem. 
- 101 -
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In this appendix I apply the ideas developed in 
chapter 2 to plane parallel flows. As well as being a good 
illustration of these ideas the results obtained are in some 
cases stronger than those obtained by classical means ( for 
an account of which see Drazin and Howard ( 1966)). The 
equations for plane parallel flow which correspond to equa-
tions [2:10] and [2:13] of chapter 2 must first be obtained. 
If the unperturbed basic flow is 
[A: 1 ] 
(I take the basic flow parallel to fj_J rather than~., for 
consistency with the axisymmetric case) and the velocity 
perturbation is 
+ 
[A : 2] 
(by Squire's theorem (Squire (1933)) we need only consider 
two dimensional perturbations) the equations of the linear 
system are (Fourier decomposing in t and J' 
. -
. -
~(wt -C(J) 
1)(:>e} e, 
- 103 -
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M.-' = 
[A:4] 
If we now define 
[A:5] 
the equation analogous to [2:13] is ·r 
[A:6] 
Examining the imaginary part of this for real 
values of j'" we . find 
= [A:7] 
( the subscripts ..ft. and ~ denote real and imaginary parts). 
Using the argument of section 2:4 it follows that a 
- 104 -
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with passive boundary conditions 
sufficient condition for stability ·~is that the Richardson 
number 
[A: 8] 
should everywhere exceed 1/4 (it is interesting that this 
method of proof handles the compressible case as easily as 
the incompressible (compare Chimonas (1970)). 
An important result in the theory of plane parallel 
flows is the semicircle theorem of Howard (1961); the argu-
ment of section 2:4 can also be adapted to prove this 
theorem. 
Theorem 
,. The frequency W = (.J.tt + J. W.;, of any unstable mode of 
s-tatkttl.L/ rt,,.~Je 
a plane parallel/ flow between rigid boundaries lies in the 
semicircle having as diameter the range of «V ln the basic 
flow. 
Proof 
If in equation [A:6] we substitute 1 =crf we 
obtain 
[A:9] 
Examining the imaginary part of this on the great circle 
defined by the real values of l we find 
- 105 -
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= 
2 2 
-Zo;,_(T. [1 f ~ J 
-t. I tr/ Y 
[A:10] 
so that if the boundary conditions require l to be real a 
necessary condition for instability is that ~ should change 
sign (a result known to Rayleigh). However the only natural 
boundary conditions of this form are those which require 
1 :0 or oo from now on I will assume that the boundaries 
are rigid and the boundary conditions are 1[ = > = oo, If we 
examine the vector field on all the circles passing through 
o and oo we obtain a much stronger result. 
zit9 t 
by a pure phase,,N:e 7, we obtain 
Multiplying 
X ( t t) l i ,J ( 0( t I ) -l <
0 
f3 + N-o- e + - -- e o-t c1 [A:11] 
and thus for real~ 
[A:12] 
~~.z&l 
,xi C z j 
;, 
It follcws that if N >O (so that the flow is statically 
stable) w is excluded from the region indicated in fig. A1; 
as this holds for all values of & we see that w must lie 
in the semicircle having as diameter the range . of uV. 
- 106 -
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This is the semicircle theorem of Howard (for 
compressible flows); an important consequence is that for 
plane parallel flow between rigid boundaries instability can 
only set in through a singular neutral mode (Miles (1961)). 
The only condition for stability proved so far is 
the Richardson criterion; the main purpose of the following 
lemma is to extend that result (in the sense of section 2:5) 
to flows without stratification. 
Lemma 
A plane parallel flow of an incompressible 
heterogeneous fluid with rigid boundaries has no sfngular 
I neutral modes if the velocity profile is monotonic ( V / 0) , 
I 
the product fo V increases in modulus l 2. and fo N decreases 
I ,1 (z 2)1 ( Po V / ~O & N fo ~O) or vice versa, and the stratification is 
z. statically stable ( N >O). 
Proof 
,, ( lt)' Suppose lfo V/~o and N fo ~O (if the inequalities are 
reversed we simply invert the coordinate system). Because 
I V Jo there can only be one critical layer, say at x = c, 
bet ween the boundary points :>( = ~ and ,r_ = ,{,--. 
tial equation is 
or setting l =fo r 
- 107 -
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Fig, A2 Graphical solution of equation A;l5 
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[A:14] 
with boundary conditions 1 :oo at ·z= a,, .fr. 
From the general theory of singular neutral modes 
developed in sections 2: 6 and 2: 7 we know that there are 
only two solutions of [A:14] which could be singular neutral 
modes and that their behaviour can be partially determined 
by studying the functions 7(=>l) and o(=>l-} 
roots of the quadratic equation in 1 
These are the 
[A:15] 
the identification being that indicated in fig. A2 ( j is 
defined to be attractive as one integrates towards the 
critical layer). 
As one integrates from c towards '1r the RHS of 
equation [A:15] never falls below its initial value at c 
and lf.V'\ increases. Thus l3cx.)I also increases initially 
never falling below its value at c and the roots fc';>() and 
jlx) are real between c and {- It follows , using the 
informa t ion on the slopes of the two solutions at the 
critical layer obtained in section 2:7, th,at neither solu-
tion can reach infinity and satisfy the boundary condition 
at 1r . Thus there can be no singular neutral mode, 
- 108 -
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Given velocity and density profiles satisfying the 
hypotheses of the lemma one can construct a sequence of 
models by increasing the strength of the gravitational field 
until the flow's stability is assured by the Richardson 
criterion. It then follows that because there are no 
singular neutral modes at any point on the sequence all the 
models are stable no matter how feeble the buoyancy effects; 
indeed going to the other end of the sequence we find that 
with no gravity operative a heterogeneous flow with a 
I I monotonic velocity profile is stable if { fo V) f O. The 
stability of the intermediate models is interesting as the 
only example known to me of a stability result holding for a 
t fairly general class of stratified flows. The particular 
hypotheses of the lemma were chosen to facilitate the proof; 
in general given a specific velocity profile and some 
information about the stratification a little sketching of f and ,::l will suggest much sharper results. The effects of 
compressibility can be included in the analysis without much 
trouble; as long as the velocity differences in the basic 
flow remain below the sound speed they tend to be 
stabilising, but if the flow is supersonic the possibility 
of sound waves leads to a radical change in the nature of 
the problem. 
I have shown that when there is no gravity a 
heterogeneous incompresible flow 
monotonic velocity profile is stable. 
- 109 -
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the restriction to monotonic velocity profiles) is due to 
Synge (1933) and is a particular case of a general result on 
flows where the local Richardson number vanishes everywhere. 
This can happen for two reasons; either there is no gravity 
and the flow is isobaric or the flow is isentropic. 
Ni 
= b_ (1' *:) ;:; 0 fo fo cz fv 
[A:16] 
=? f; ~o f/ I (7(.. :: ci fo 
In both case s the van i shin g of f ~ mean s t ha t in s t e ad · o f 
there being two solutions taking real values on both sides 
of a critical layer there is only one unless the slope of 
the attractor vanishes at the critical layer (in which case 
the singularity is removable). 
In the isobaric case [A:6] becomes 
or setting ! = (o J 
=-
and in ~he isentropic case 
= 
I 
+ fo ) (:, 
+ J_ 
er 
- 110 -
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or setting 1 = flo 
_, 
I i { rx:1 (t<t + f) t I ') J [A:20] 7 =:: - o--(f/ -t-}; 
Examining these equations we see that at the critical layer 
.:J:I ' ;C'>l) is tangent to 1{_ =0 and tj.''J to ~ =fo V thus the slope 
of the attractor at the critical layer is determined by that 
of the product or quotient of the vorticity and the density 
according as the flow is isobaric or isentropic. We can now 
prove what is probably the most general form of Rayleigh's 
t inflection point theorem, but first we need the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 
If the maximum velocity difference between two 
parts of the basic flow is less than the sound speed, then a 
necessary condition for the existence of a singular. neutral 
mode in a plane parallel flow between rigid boundaries of an 
I isobaric fluid is that there be an extremum in fo V and of 
an isentropic fluid is that there be an extremum in V/fo. 
Proof 
Let us consider the isobaric case, the proof for 
the i s ent ropic case being essentially identical, and examine 
the poss~bility of a singular neutral mode in a flow where 
I ( foV')40. The velocity of the basic flow is the same at each 
t 
critical layer so that the V ' sign of must alternate at 
successive layers ; . as the density is a positi v e defi ni te 
- 111 -
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Fig. A3 The possible solution (dashed) and the function f · 
f 
CT=O 
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function there can not be more than two critic al layers 
I 
without an extremum in fo V • The hypothesis that the 
maximum velocity difference in the basic flow is less than 
the minimum sound speed implies 
< 
()(. 2. [A:21] 
so t ha t the r o o t s f (,c) and ~J{ =:) a r e r ea 1 and fin i t e at a 11 
points in [ ~, {,-]. 
Let us consider the possibility that the singular 
neutral mode has one critical layer. Then the values of l 
are real on either side of this layer and we know that there 
is only one solution with this property. However it is easy 
to see that this solution is al ways finite and so can not 
satisfy the boundary condition 1 =oo at either (see 
fig. A3). Thus any singular neutral mode must have two 
critical layers. 
Now consider the case of two critical layers in 
terms of the map defined at the end of section 2:7. As we 
pass the first critical layer the real axis and one 
hemisphere of the 7 
opposite -hemisphere 
point. Because the 
alternates and the 
sphere is mapped into a disc in the 
and tangent to the real axis at one 
Of V I I I sign and hence of fo V , 
sign of { fo V') 1 is unchanged ( by 
hypothesis) that of j changes; thus at the second critical 
layer this hemisphere ( and its contained disc) is mapped 
- 11 2 -
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Fig A4 The case of two critical layers C, and C.2., • 
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In the shaded areas 7, 1· is negative 
Solution 
real at C1 
Facing page 113 
Solution 
real at C2 
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into a disc contained in the first hemisphere • Therefore 
the composite mapping obtained by integrating from a... to -1.r-
past both critical layers takes the real axis and one 
hemisphere into a subdisc of itself which in general will 
not touch the real axis; the condition for it to do so is 
that the solution which is real on both sides of the first 
critic al layer should also be real on both sides of the 
second . Thus if there is a singular neutral mode with two 
critical layers the values taken by L must be real between 
the critical layers as well as between the boundaries and 
the critical layers. But it is easy to see that the solu-
tions real about each critical layer are incompatible both 
with themselves and with the boundary conditions (see 
fig. A4 ) -~ 
Thus there can be no singular neutral modes. 
Theorem 
If the maximum velocity difference between two 
parts of the basic flow is less than the sound speed, then a 
n ecessary condition fo r instability in a plane parallel flow 
between rigid boundaries of an isobaric fluid is that there 
po v' be a n e~ tr emum in /o
there be an extremum in 
Pr oof 
and of 
V;fo . 
an isentropic fluid is that 
We cons truct a s e r ies of f lo ws non e o f wh ich can 
ha ve a singu l ar neutral mode and whic h link a flo w 
- 113 -
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satisfying these conditions to one which we know to be 
stable. First we connect a heterogeneous flow to a 
homogeneous one. 
Given an 
fr, and velocity 
isobaric 
profile 
or isentropic flow with density 
•rf l I I 
such that(,~ V,,)/0 we define 
f,. = (/>, and 
111_ :±(1->.)v.' 
VA as any c on t in u o us family of solutions of 
VI' - fo ~ • Then as runs from 0 to we obtain a 
sequence (more exactly a homotopy) of flows, with density f/1 and velocity v?,. , such that for al 1 'A 
.:t I I I ( ~ ~) ( :f:'}. :t/1-11) ')I :;J-1 )' 1 - fo fo ~ ::::. (fo ~ :f 0 [A:22] 
which connects the given flow to a homogeneous one. 
Then we 'straighten out' the velocity profile. 
Given a velocity profile /I with ~~Owe define 
= +?, ?C [A:23] 
Then 
::::. 
I (1-1)Vo +)) [A:24] 
so t!:a t as 'A runs from O to 1 we have a homotopy carrying 
the flow to one with a linear velocity profile (plane 
Couette flow) . In both sequences the sound speed must be 
allowed to increase · as much as is needed to keep the flows 
- 114 -
Fig. AS The attractor (dashed) and a typical solution (dotted) 
when the extremum is (a) a minimum in lfoi~o} and (b) a maximum. 
Only in the latter case can a solution escape to -infinity on both 
sides of the critical layer. 
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subsonic. The above lemma will then show that none of the 
intermediate flows can have a singular neutral mode. 
It follows from the particular result established 
earlier, that a heterogeneous incomores.sible isobaric flow 
and ( r:,v'/i-o between rigid boundaries 
with a monotonic velocity profile t\ is stable (alternatively 
one can use a special argument to prove the stability of 
plane Couette flow), that all these flows are stable. 
This interesting extension of Rayleigh's inflection 
point theorem to compressible isentropic and isobaric flows 
appears to be new (though the result for incompressible 
isobaric flows was obtained by Synge ( 1933)). One further 
result can be obtained. A necessary condition for the existence of 
a singular neutral mode in a subsonic isentropic or isobaric flow 
between rigid boundaries is the existence of an extremum in 
-;/; I I fo V 
(and the critical layer of the mode will coincide with the extremum); 
:ii I if the flow is such that fi V has only one extremum, the necessary 
:tl , 
condition is that the extremum be a maximum in /f. VJ (this is an 
analogous extension of Fjortoft's (1950) result). The proof depends 
on the fact that if the extremum were a minimum thenJ3) would have a 
minimum at the critical layer and any solution passing through jo at 
that point would, at least on one side, be unable to go to co but 
would cross O and be trapped by :f (see fig AS). As all solutions 
pass through jo except for one which passes through:£. and is also 
trapped (cf. fig A3) it follows that the boundary conditions can not 
be satisfied unless the extremum is a maximum. 
- 115 -
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This FORTRAN package was written for use in solving 
Orr-Sommerfeld type equations by the method of 
orthonormalisa tion. . It implements the following algorithm 
for finding the zeros of a holomorphic function (or of the 
product of a holomorphic function and a positive real func-
tion). 
Given the function (defined by the external 
COMPLEX* 1 6 function FCT) and a rectangular region of the 
complex plane, 
XMIN < x < XMAX, YMIN < y < YMAX 
it scans the boundary of this region (using an initial step 
DX) recording the location of the points at which the argu-
ment of the function (normalized to the range + T( to - 11) 
jumps between + 1T and - 'fr and the direction of the jump. 
From this information and Cauchy's principle of the argument 
it calculatea the number of zeros of the function in the re-
gion. If this is non-zero it bisects the region by 
inserting a line joining the mid-points of the two longer 
sides and scans this line. This process . of subdivision of 
t ho s e reg-ions containing z e r o s i s c on t in u e d N PASS·- t i me s .so 
t ha t at the en d. of the pro c e s s each z e r o i s 1 o c a t e d in a 
small box. 
The process is very robust and ·works as well on 
clustered or multiple zeros as on isolated zeros. Of course 
once good approximations have been found to the zeros other 
methods ( such as the secant method or a modified Newton 
- 117 -
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method) with faster convergence can be used, but it is often 
surprising how good the approximations have to be before the 
local methods can be made to converge. The other great 
advantage of the method in eigenvalue calculations is that 
it is exhaustive; it gives a complete list of all the zeros 
in the region investigated with their multiplicities. 
This particular implementation is designed on the 
assumption that function evaluations are slow and the 
general computation expensive. Before each function call it 
checks ( using the local Cambridge routine TM TOGO and the 
argument !TIME) whether there is enough time left for the 
evaluation; if there is not it dumps out enough information 
to restart the search at that point ( using an unformatted 
write to unit !DUMP). 
!DUMP the value 0. 
This test can be avoided by giving 
- 11 8 -
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I 
~-
I I ••. 
. I ; 
The follow{ng computer output, as well as containing a 
complete listing of the BISECT package, is intended to illustrate 
its use in a typical example. The first part of the program 
(consisting of the subroutines DET, DERIV2, ORTHON and AB4) is the 
simplest possible implementation of the method of orthonormalisation 
to solve the eigenvalue problem for plane Poiseuille flow at a 
. 4 
Reynolds number of 10 For this demonstration the largest 
possible ~tep has been taken in the integration routine; in 
consequence although the general pattern of the eigenvalues 
is correct (the three families in Mack's terminology: Mack (1976) 
J.F.M. ]]_,497) and the total number is correct the locations 
obtained ar~ not exact (except for those relatively isolated 
eigenvalues belonging to the family which includes the single 
unstable eigenvalue). However this example is intended to 
demonstrate the use of the BISECT package in locating the 
eigenvalues of the discretised problem so that the accuracy of 
the discretisation is irrelevant. 
The program listed was compiled and run (using the 
FORTQ compiler) and produced the appended output in 2mins 4sec of 
CPU time. The spurious "-1 zero" (which should cancel one of its 
· neighbours) probably results from one zero lying almost exactly 
on a dividing line. The speed and convenience of the package is 
evident, particularily when one remembers that all the data 
obtained is available to other programs through the dump. 
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I M P L I C I T  R E A L * O  ( A - H o O - Z )  
C O M P L E X * l 6  D E T  
E X T E R N A L  D E T  
C O M M O N / P A R A M S / C R . C I , R E  
R E = l . 0 4  .  
C A L L  B I S E C T ( O . o o . 1 . o o . - 0 . 7 0 0 . 0 . 3 0 0 . o E T , 1 . o - 2 . 1 0 . s . 1 )  
S T O P  
E N O  
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c  
C  
C  
C  
C  
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C  
C  
C  
C  
C  
F U N C T I O N  O E T ( C )  
• •  *  * * ' * *  " ' * * * * *  * *  
A  s i m p l e  I m p l e m e n t a t i o n  o f  t h e  m e t h o d  o f  o r t h o n o r m a l t s a t t o n  
f o r  p l a n e  P o l s e u l l l e  f l o w .  
I M P L I C I T  C O M P L E K * l 6  ( A - H , 0 - Z )  
R E A L * 8  R E , X , N O D E  
E X T E R N A L  D E R I V 2  
D I M E N S I O N  Y ( 8 ) . N O D E ( l l )  
D A T A  N O D E / O . D O , O . t D 0 , 0 . 2 D 0 , 0 . 3 D 0 o 0 • 4 D O ,  
&  O o 5 D 0 o 0 e 6 D 0 . 0 , 7 D 0 , 0 . 8 D O , O e 9 D O , l o 0 0 /  
C O M M O N / P A R A M S / C F U D G E o R E  
C F U D G E = C  
C  F u d g e  t o  g e t  p a r a m e t e r  { n t o  c o m m o n •  
C  N o t e  a t s ~  t r l c k u  u s e  o f  C O M P L E X * l 6  a s  c q u l v a L e n t  t o ·  
C  t w o  R E A L + 8 ' s  I n  s u b r o u t , n e  c a l l s  a n d  c o m m o n .  
C  
D O  1 0 0  1 = 1 , 8  
1 0 0  Y ( I ) = ( O . D 0 , 0 . 0 0 )  
C  
C  
C ·  
2 0 0  
C  
C  
C  
C  
C  
V (  l  ) = (  1 . D O , O . D O )  
Y ( 7 ) = ( l o D O , O . D O )  
I n i t i a l  v a l u e s  
D O  2 0 0  I = l , 9  
C A L L  A B 4 ( Y , Y , N O D E ( I l , N O D E ( l + l l o 3 0 , D E R I V 2 , 1 6 )  
C A L L  O R T H O N ( Y )  
C A L L  A B 4 ( Y , Y o N O D C ( 1 0 ) , N O D E ( l l ) o 3 0 • D E R I V 2 , l 6 )  
D E T  =  Y ( l ) * Y [ 6 ) - V ( 2 l * Y ( 5 )  
R E T U R N  
E N D  
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t  
S U O R O U T I N E  D E R I V 2 ( D V , Y , X )  
C  • • ~ • • * * * * * * * * • ~ • • • • • • • • • *  
C  
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
Real arithmetic Is used (rather than co~plex) for speede 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
DIMENSION Y(l6),DY(l6) 
CO MMON/ PARAMS/CR,Cl,RE 
TIR=l-X*X-CR 
T 1 I =-C I 
T2R=2-T l R 
T2J=Cl 
00 100· I=I,9,8 
16=1+5 
00 101 J=I,I6 
10 l DY(J)=YCJ+2) 
& 
DY ( I +6) =Y C I +4) +Y( I +4 )-Y C I)- RE4< C T l R*Y ( I +5) +T 1 I *Y C I +4) 
+T2R*Y( I+l )+T2I*Y( I)) 
100 DY CI+7)=YCI+5)+Y(l+5)-Y(I+l )+RE*(T1R*YCI+4)-T1I*YCI+S) 
+T2R*Y( I' )-T2I'•Y(I +I)) 
C 
C 
C 
C 
& 
RETURN 
END 
c------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE A04(YS,YEeXS,XE,NSTEP,DERIVeN) 
***************************************** 
A simple fdams-Bashforth lntcorator (4th order) with a AK starter. 
IMPLICIT REAL *8 (A-HeO-Z) 
DI~ENSION Y(lOO).YS(N)eYE(N),OY(400),W(400) EXTER NAL OERIV 
X=XS 
DO 100 I=l ,N 
100 Y(I)=':'S(I) 
H=(XE-XS)/OFLOAT(NSTEP) 
H2=H<o,SDO 
H6=H/6,DO 
H24=H6/4.DO 
!Pl=O 
1P2=N 
IPl=N+N 
IP4=!P3+N 
!TOP=!P3+1 
DO 600 I=l,!TOP,N 
CALL DERIV(OY(I),Y,X) 
X=X+H2 
00 200 J=l,N 
200 W(lP4+J)=Y(J)+H2*0Y(J+I-1) 
CALL DER!V (Wll),W(iP4+1),X) 
DO 300 J=l ,N 
300 W{lP4+J) =Y(J)+H2*W(J) 
CALL DERIV(W(N+l)eWCIP4+1)eX) 
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400 
X=X+H2 
DO 400 J= 1 • N 
W(lP4+J)=Y(J)+H*W(N+J) 
CALL DERIVtW(IP3+1),W(IP4+1),X) 
500 
600 
DO 5 00 J=l,N 
Y(Jl=Y(Jl+116*(DYCJ+I-1)+W(J)+W(J)+W(N+J)+W(N+J)+W(IP3+J)) CONTI NUE . 
C 
C 
C 
We c an now start to 
NEND=NSTEP-3 
DO lq0-0 T=t , NEND 
use the predlctor-eorrector method. 
CALL DERIV(DY(IP4+1),Y,X) 
C 
C Predict 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
DO 110 0 J=l ,N 
1100 W(Jl =Y( J)+H24*(5.5Dl*DY(J+IP4)-5.901*DY(J+IP3)+3.7Dl*DY(J+IP2) &-9.DO*DYCJ+IPl)) 
X=X +H 
IPSV=IPl 
IPl=TP2 
IP2=IP3 
I P3= IP4 
IP4=IPSV 
CAL L DE RIV(DY(IP4+1),W(l),X) 
C Correct 
C 
C 
C 
DO 1400 J=l , N . 
1400 Y(J l =Y( J)~H24*(9.00* DY(J+IP4)+1•9Dl+DY(J+IP3) 
&-5.D0 * DY(J+IP2)+DY(J+IP1)) 
1600 CONTINUE 
C 
C 
DO 1700 1=1 , N 
1700 YE( il=Y( I) 
RETURN 
END 
C 
. c-----------------------------------------------------------------------------c 
SUBROUTINE ORTHON(Y) 
C ***** * *** ** ********* 
C 
C Th i s or t honormatlses the two vectors, 
C 
100 
IMP LI CI T REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z) 
DIMENSION Y(l6) 
ZR=O.DO 
DO 100 I=l,8 
ZR=Z R·~Y( I) *Y( I) 
ZR=l,DO/DSORT(ZR) 
00 101 1=1,8 
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101 Y( 1 l=Y( I l*ZR 
C 
C 
ZR=o·.oo 
ZI=O o DO 
00 200 I=l.7,2 
ZR=Z R+Y( I) * Y( !+8) +Y( !+1 l*Y( I+9) 
200 ZI=Z I +Y(I) * Y(I+9)-Y(I+l)*Y(I+8) 
DO 201 I =9,15,2 
Y(I )=Y(I)-ZR*Y(I-8)+ZI*Y(I-7) 
201 Y( I+l) = Y(I+l)-ZR*Y(I-7)-ZI*Y(I-8) 
C 
C 
300 
301 
C 
C 
C 
ZR=O.DO, 
DO 300 1=9.16 
ZR=ZR+Y( I) * Y( I) 
ZR=loDO/DSORT(ZR) 
DO 301 1=9.16 
Y( I l=Y(Il*ZR 
RETURN 
END 
c----------------------------------------- -------------------------------c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c · 
SUBROUTINE BISECT(XMIN.XMAX.YMIN.YMAX,FCT,DX,NPASS,lTIME,IOUMP) 
* *** **** *** * * * **** * ************************* ** **•************ * * 
The reg i on to be searched {s specified by XMIN-YMAX; the function 
b.11 the e >< t ernal crn,r:'LEX*16 fun·ctlon FCT; DX Is an ee,tlmate of the 
e,tep need e d I n scannln~; NPASS the number of b(e,cctlons; lf IDUMP 
I s non- z ero the dat a obtained ls dumped to unit IDUMP ~hen lee,s 
t han !T I ME e,econds a r e left before the Job runs out of cpu time. 
COMPL E X* 16 VERTEX,DCMPLX 
RE AL *8 OX,DXO , XMAX, XMIN,YMAX,YMIN, DREAL,DIMAG 
LOGICAL FLAG , HGRZ 
DIMENSION VERTEX(200).VARG{20D).INDEX(200,4),MAP(100,4),STACK(500) 
& ,ALOCK 1 (15 0 0),BLOCK2(1232) 
EXTERNAL FCT 
CO MMON/ RISI/ VARG.STACK,VERTEX 
CO MMON/ C1I S2/ SCDATA( 16) ,DXO,ARGO,NO,Nl, IT, 10, 
& NV ERT, NSTK,NREG , NVE RTO,NREGO, 
& IPASS , I REG.FLAG,HORZ, 
& MAP.IN DEX 
EOUIVAL ENCE(VARG(!),BLOCK1(1)),(SCDATA(l),BLOCK2(1)) 
VERTEX ( 1 ) =DCMPLX( XMI N, Y11 IN) 
VERTEX( 2 )=DCMPLX(XMAX,YMIN) 
VERTEX( 3 )=0CMPLX(XMIN,Y~AX) 
VERTE X ( 4 )=DCMPLX(XMAX,YMAX) 
DO 1 I= l ,200 
VARG ( I)=10e0 
DO 1 J= 1 , 4 
iNDEX(I,J)=O 
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CONTINUE 
Define the ftrst region. 
DO 2 I =lo4 
2 MAP(l,I)=I 
Initializ e the polnterso counter and flag. 
NVERT=S 
NPEG=2 
NSTK=l ' 
IPASS=O 
FLAG= • TRUE. 
Scan the . boundary of the first region. 
r>X O =DX 
!T=1TIME*38400 
38400 tim e r units per seeondl 
ID=lDU MP 
I NDEX ( l, 1) =NSTK 
CALL S CAN(l,3,FCT) 
INDEX( 1,2)=NSTK 
!NOEX(l,3l=NSTK 
CALL SCAN(l,2,FCT) 
INDEX(l,4)=NSTK 
INDEX( 2, l )=NSTK 
CALL SCA N(~,4,FCT) 
IN DEX(2,2)=NSTK 
IN DEX(3 , 3)=NSTK 
CALL SCAN(3,4,FCT) 
INDEX(3,4)=NSTK 
Iterate. 
IPASS=!PASS+l 
Cf,LL REDUCE 
IREG= 1 
NVERTO=NVERT 
Nl~E GO=Nr.EG 
,'"''· , ,;., 
HOR Z= (DI MAG ( VERTEX ( MAP( 1 o 3) ) )-0 I MAG( VER TEX C MAP ( 1 , 1 ) ) ) 
& . GT.DREAL(VERTEX(~AP(l,2)))-DREAL(VERTEX(MAP(l,l)))) 
so . CAL L SUBOIV(IREG,FCT) 
l!<EG= IRC:G+l 
iF (!REG.LT.NP.EGO) GO TO 50 
IF ( lf'ASS.LT.Nf'ASS) GO TO :J CALL ~ EOuCC . 
IF (ID .NE. 0) WR!TE(ID) BLOCK1,BLOCK2 RETURN 
*** *·* ENTRY RESUME(IDOLD,IDNEW,NPASS,FCT) 
. \ ... ,.; -· -~-
C This enables one to read In (on unit IDOLD) the d~ta dumped C previous l y and carry on; having o~d and ne~ units saves copying C or rewinding files; the data Is ohuff~cd betw~en t~o file~. C 
READIIDOLD) BLOCK1,BLOCK2 
ID=IDNEW 
FLAG=.FA LSE. 
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IF (IPASS.GTeO) GO TO 50 
IF (Nl .Ea. 4) GO TO 100 
IF (Nl .Ea. 3) GO To 10 
GO TO 20. 
10 0 IF (N O .Ea. 2) GO TO 30 
~OTO 40 
END 
c-------------------~-------------------------------------------------------suoRouTINE COUNT(N.NZERO) 
C ****•~********** 
C 
C Thls subroutlne counts the nu~bcr of zeros ln reglon N 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
REAL*O DX 
DIMENSION STA CK(500),INDEX(200,4),MI\P(l00,4) 
COM~ON/B!Sl/ VARG(200) 0STACK0VERTEX(800) 
CO MMON/BIS2/ SCDATA(23), 
& NVCRT.NS TK,NREG oNVERTO,NREGOo 
& IPASS,IREG,FLAGoHORZ, 
& MI\P,INDEX 
NVl =MAP( N, l) 
NV2=MAP(N,2) 
NV3=MAP(N~3) 
NV4=MAP(N,4) 
NA!=INDEX(NV1 ,1) 
Nt3l=INDEX(NV1,2) 
NA2=!ND~X(NV1,3) 
NB2=INDEX(NV1 ,4) 
NA3=INDEX(tlV2,l) 
NB3= ! NDEX(NV2,2) 
NA4=INDEX(NV3,3) 
N04=INDEX(NV3,4) 
NZERO=O 
IF (N/\loEO.N131) GO TO 1 
NE:ND=Ni:11-1 
DO 2 l=N/11,NEND 
2 NZERO=N7.ERG+Ir-IXCS1GN(t.O,STACK(I))) 
l IF (NA4.Ea,N04 ) GO TO 3 
NENO=NQt1.- l 
DO 4 I=N/14,NEND 
4 NZERO=N7.ERO+IFlXCSIGN(l.OoSTACK(I))) 
3 IF (Nl\3oCO.N03) GO TO 5 
NE:ND=NB3-1 
DO 6 I=N/13,tJEND 
6 NZERO=NlERO-IFIX(SIGN(l.O,STACK(Il)) 
5 IF (NA2.EO.NB2) GO TO 7 
NENO=NB2-l 
DO 8 I=N/12,NEND 
8 N2ERO=NZERO-IFIX(SIGN(loOoSTACK(I))) 
7 RETURN 
ENO 
c---------------------------------------------------------------------------SUAROUTINE INSERT(NloN2oN3,FCT) 
C *•* *****O******** C 
C This s ubrou~ino defin~e o new verte~ hoLf we~ between wert,e~~ Nl and 
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C 
N2 If one does not alreadJ exist ; lf a new verte• ,~ created the stack 
and Index are updated. 
CO~PLE X*l6 VCRTEX,VN,FCT,Z,VTEST,DC~PLX REAL*8 OREAl_,DIM/\G,DOLE,DX,XT,XEND,XHALF,XSUP,XINF,XERR 
LOGICAL Hor.z 
EXTERNA L FCT DIM ~NS ION VCRTEX(200),VARG(200),lNDEX(~00,4),STACK(SOO)wMAP(l00,4) 
& ,f-'L OCK 1(1500),0LOCK2(1232) EQUIVALENCE (VA f< G( 11- ,0LOCKl( 1) ),(SCOATA(l) ,BLOCK2(1 )), 
&(DX,SCDAT/\(17)) 
COMMON/OIS I/VARG,ST/\CK,VERTEX 
COM'I ON/f3 l S2/ SCD/\TA( 21), I T IMC, I DUMP, & NVERT,NSTK,NRf.G,NVERTO,NREGO, 
& I PA SS,.IREG,F LAG,HORZ, 
& MAP,l'NDEX 
ARG(Z)=ATAN2(SNGL(DIMAG(Z)),SNGL(OREAL(Z))) 
VN=(VCRTEX(Nl )+VERTEX(N2))*0•5DO 
IF (NV EPT.COoNVEfHO) GO TO 101 
NVERTl=NVEPT-1 
DO 100 l=NVCRTO,MVERTI 
Search to see if vertex already exists. 
IF ( C DPE/\L ( VERTEX C I l ) , EQ ,DRE AL ( VN)) • AND• (DI MAG( VERTEX 
& (l) ) .EOoDII-IAG(VN))) GO TO 800 
100 CONTINUE 
101 N3=NVERT 
IF (lDUMPoEO.O) GO TO 110 
CALL T MTOGO(IT) 
IF (IT.GT.ITIMC) GO TO 110 
wn.IT~(IO UMP) OLOCK1,BLOCK2 
\1PlTE(6,9100) 
STO P 3 
C ****** !10 VARG(N3)=ARG(FCT(VN)) 
C 
C 
200 
210 
211 
212 
IH=2 
IF {HORZ) lH=O 
NSTART=INOEX(Nl.IH+l) 
NSTOP= !ND EX (N l, IH+2) 
NENO=N S TOP-1 
N=NSTART 
IF (NSTAR T.EOoNSTOP) GO TO 500 
IF CHORZ) XEND=DIMAG(VERTEX(N2))-DtMAG(VERTEX(Nl)) 
IF (.NoT.HOnZJ XEND=DREAL(VERTEX(N2))-DREAL(VERTEX(N1)) 
XHALF= XE NO*Oo5DO 
00 200 N=NSTART,NEND 
AS= ABS(STACl~(NJ) 
IF (AS .GT. XHALF) GO TO 210 
CONT INUE 
N=NSTOP 
IF (NoEOoNSTART) GO TO 211 
XINF = AAS(STACK(N-1)) 
GO TO 212 
XINF=O.DO 
IF (N.EQ.NSTOP) GO TO 221 
XSUP = AS 
GO TO 222 
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C 
300 
C 
400 
C 
500 
600 
601 
C 
XSUP = XEND 
CONT I NUE 
XERR=CXSUP-XINF)*0,2DO 
IF ( XH ALF- X INF,LT,XERR) GO TO 300 
IF (XSUP-XliALF,LT,Xc:RR) GO TO 400 
GO TO 500 . 
IF (HORZ) VTEST=VERTEX( NI) +DCMPLX( O,DO, XtNF) 
IF C,NOT,HURZ) VTEST=VERTEX(Nll+DCMPLX(XINF,OeDO) ARGT=APGCFCT(VTEST)) 
CALL LFIT(,\P.GT,VARG(N3),XINF,XIIALF) 
NST K=NSTK-1 
STACK(N-l)=SIGNCSTACK(NSTK),STACK(N-1)) 
IF (ABSISTACKCN-l)loGT,XHALFl N=N-1 
GOT!) 500 
IF (HORZ) VTEST=VEP.TEX(Nl)+DCMPLX(O.DO,XSUP) IF ( o NOT • HOf~Z l VTEST=VERTC::X( Nl )+DCMPLX( XSUPoOeDO) ARGT=ARG(FCT(VT~ST)) 
CALL L F IT(VARG(N3),ARGT,XHALF,XSUP) 
NST K= NSTK-1 
STACK(N)=SIGN(STACK(NSTK),STACKCN)) 
IF (ABS CS TACKCN) )oLT, XHA LF) N=N+l 
IND EX CNl,l11+2)=N 
INDEX(NVER T,IH +l )=N 
IN D~X( NVERT,IH+2)=NSTOP 
IF ( N • E O, NSTCP) GO TO 601 
XHALFS=SNGL(XHALF) 
00 6 00 I =N, NF:tlD 
STACK( !)=STACK( I)-SJGN(XHALFS,STACK( I)) VERTEX(NVEP.T)=VN 
NVERT=NVE:RT+I 
I F ( NVERT oLT, 200) RETURN 
WR I TE . ( 6, 90 00) ****** 
9000 FORMAT(IOX,'WARNINGI Attempt to define too many vertices.•) 9100 FORMAT(' THE END IS NIGH; DATA DUMPED FROM ROUTINE INSERT') 
C 
C 
STOP 
**** 800 N3=I 
RETURN 
****** END . 
c---------------------------------------------------------------------~------
C 
sueRouTINE SCAN(nO,N1,FCT) 
**************** CO MPLEX* 16 VO,Vl,DinN,Z,FCT,VERTEX 
REAL *B XO,Xl,XE,XM,DX,D~EAL,DIMAG,CnABS 
LOG I CAL FLAG 
EXTERNAL FCT 
DI MENSION BLOCK1(1500),0LOCK2(1232) 
EOUtVALENCE {VARG(l),BLOCKl(l)l,CV0,11LOCK2(1)) COM~ON/ GIS!/ VAnGC200),STACK(500),VERTEX(200) COM MO N/RIS2/ VO,V1,DIRN,XC,XO,DX,ARGO,NNO,N~1,ITIMC,IDUMP, 
& NVCRT,NSTK,NRCG,NVERTO,NREGO, 
& IPASS,IREG,FLAG,HCRZ, 
& MAP,INDEX 
DATA PI,PI6,P!2,r123,PI43,PI32,Plll6/3.l41593,e5235987,le570796 &,2.094395o4el88790,4e712389,5,759587/ 
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C 
C 
10 
ARG(Z)~ATAN2(SNGL(DIMAG(Z)),SNGL(OREAL(Z))) 
IF (FLAG) . GO TO 10 
FLAG=oTP.UEo 
IF (NOoNE.NNOoANDeNloNEoNNl) GO TO 10 ARG ! =ARGO 
Xl = X O 
GO TO 300 
VO=V ERTEX (NO) 
Vl=VE RT EX( Nl ) 
NNO=NO 
NN 1 =N 1 
XC=CDADS(Vl-VO) 
DIR N=(V )-'" VO)/XE 
X!=O. DO 
DX =D X*Oo5 00 
IF (VAPG(NO)oEOolOoO) VARG(NO)=ARG(FCT(VO)) ARGl=VA'lG(NO) 
GD TO 300 
100 IF (IDUMPoEO. O) GO TO 101 
CALL T MTOG\.J(IT) 
IF (IT . GT.ITIME) GO TO 101 
WRITE(IDUMP) OLOCK1,8LOCK2 
WP.IfE (6,9000) 
STO P 3 
C 
101 
102 
***:<c** 
ARGl=ARG(FCT(VO+Xl*DIRN)) 
AD1FF= A8S( ARG1 -ARGO) 
C 
IF (AD1FFoGTo PI6) GO TO 200 
DX = lo4D O*DX 
GO TO 300 
200 IF (AD1FF.G T o P12) GO TO 210 
GO TO 300 
2 1 0 I F (ADIFF.GT. PI23) GO TO 220 
DX= DX* OoSO O 
GOTO :JOO 
220 IF (ADIFF.GT~PI~3) GO TO 230 
X1",=(X O+Xll*Oo5DO 
DX= DX* O.SDO 
221 
222 
230 
240 
250 
I F (lOUMP.EOoO) GO TO 221 
CALL TM TOGO( IT) 
IF (IT oGT. !TIME) GO TO 221 
WR I T E (!DUMP) 8LOCK1,0LOCK2 
wr:n T E ( 6 , 9000) 
S TOP 3 
****** ARG M= ARG(FCT(VO+XM*OIRN)J 
IF ( AA S(ARGl-ARGM).LToPIJ GO TO 222 CA LL LFI T(ARGM, ARG l,XM, Xl) 
GO TO 300 
I F (A8S(ARGM-A RGO)oLT.PI) GO TO 300 
. CA L L LFIT(ARGO,ARGMtXO,XM) 
GO TO 3 00 
IF (ADIFF.GToPI32) GO TO 240 
DX=DX * Oo5DO 
GO TO 260 
IF (AOIFf.GT.PI116) GO TO 250 
GO TO 260 
DX= 1o4D O* DX 
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260 CALL LF IT(A RGO , A~Gt.xo,X i) 
C . 
300 I F tx1.1::a.x E) RETURN 
C ****** 
C 
XO= Xl 
Xl=Xl+DX 
ARGO =A RGl . [F (XloLToXE) GO T O 100 
Xl = XE 
I F CVARG(Nllo EO ol OoO) VARG(Nl)=ARG(FCtt Vl) ) ARGl=VARG(Nl) 
GO TO 102 
9000 FORMA T {' THrc tND i s rlIGHi t DATA blJ MPEb ') 
ENO 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------
C 
C 
C 
SU8ROUTINE LF!T(I\RGOoARG1,XO,X1) 
*"'*******"'***** REI\L * 8 x o .x i,DX 
DATA P!/3 ,141 5 93/ 
C0~1'10N /8IS 1/ VA!:G(200) , STACk( S00l.VERTEX ( 800) COM~ON / B IS2/ SCD1\ T A( 23), 
& NVERT,NSTK,NREG,NVERTO, NREGO , 
& I PASS• IREG ,FLAG, HORZ, 
& MAP( 100 ,4) ,INDEX(20 0,4) 
YO=SNGL(XO) 
Yl=SNG L (Xl ) 
TARGO=ARGO-S!GN(Pl,ARGO) 
TA RGl = ARG! -S IGN (PI ,ARGl) . . . , 
YZ=(YO *TAR G1-Yl*TARGO)/(TARG1-TARG0) 
STACK( NS TK)=SIG N(YZ ,AR Gl) 
NSTK = NSTK+l [ F (NSTK,LTo 500 ) RETURN 
****** 
. WRITE (~,9000) 
. 900 0 FORMA T (IOX, ' WARNING I Stack abou t to ov er fLo~o•) STOP 
**** END 
c-----------------------------------~-----------------------~--- ·-----------
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
suARourtNE REDUCE 
********* ******* 
Th!s subroutine coun ts the number of z eros tn each region ond d eLetes fr om th e map t hos e with none 
REAL*8 DX,O!: EAL , DI MAG 
COMPLEX *16 VERT EX, Vl,V4 
CO MMON / BIS! / VA RG(2 00l,STACK(SOO) ,VERTEX(200) 
COMMON/ B l S2 / SCDATA(23), 
& NVER T, NSTK, NREG,N VERTO,NREGO, 
& I PASS, I REG,FLAG,HCRZ, 
& MAP( 100,4) ,INDEX(200,4) 
L=l 
NEND=NREG-1 
DO · l J=l,NEND 
CALL COUN T( J,NZ) 
I F (NZ . EO . O) GO TO 1 
NVl=MAP(J , 1) 
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NV4=MAP(J,'I) 
Vl=VFRTEX(NVl) 
V4=VERTE X (NV'I) 
XMAX= DP.EA L{V4) · 
XMIN=DPEA L(Vl) 
YMA><=D1MAG(V4) 
YMIN=Dl"IAG(Vt) 
IF ( NZ,EO,l) GO TO tO 
WRITE (6,9001) XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,NZ 
GO TO 11 
10 WRITE (6,9002) XMIN,XMAX,YM!N,YMAX 
11 CONTINUE 
9001 FORMAT(lOX,'In the re~lon,',Gl4o5,'< x <',Gl4,5,','• &Gl4,5,'< y <',Gl4o5,'thcre are',I3,' zeros.•) 9002 FOPMAf(IOX, 0 In the reglon,',Gl4o5, 0 < x < ', Gt4.5,',' 
&,Gl4,5,'< y < 0 , Gl4o5 ,'there ls 1 zero.•) 
DO 2 K=l,4 
2 MAP(L,K)=MAP (J,K ) 
L=L+l 
CONTINUE 
NREG= L 
IF {L, EO,l) GOTO 3 
WRITE (6,9003) 
9003 FDRMAT(//lOX, 100( •+• )//) 
RETURN 
C ****** 3 WRITE (6,9004) 
9004 FOR~AT (30X,' THERE ARE NO ZEROS IN THE GIVEN REGION') STllP 
END 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------------------SUBROUTINE S UBDIV(N ,FCT) 
C ***************** C 
C This subroutine d i vides redlon n Into two by Inserting n vertlcn\ C line If t h e rculon ls broader than it ls tal\ and a horizonta l one C other.,lse. T he map entries arc updated nnd the new ilne sccnnc>-do 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
COMPLEX*16 VERTCX,Vl,V2,V3,V4,V5,V6 
REAL * B DREAL,DI MAG,OX 
LOGICAL FLAG,HORZ 
DIMENSION VERTEX(2 00),INDEX(200,4) , MAP(100,4) 
~XT ERNAL FC T 
COMMON/ OIS1/VARG(200),STACK(500l,VERTEX 
COM~ON/0152/ SCOATA{19),NO,Nl,IT,1D, 
& NVERT,NSTK,NREG,NVERTO,NREGO, 
& IPASS,i REG, FLAG ,H ORZ, 
& MAP,INDEX 
NVl=MAP(N,1) 
NV2=MAP(N,2) 
NV3=MAP( ~l,3) 
NV4=M,'\P(N 1 4) 
Vl=VERTcX(NVl) 
V2=VERT EX(NV2) 
V3=VERTEX(NV3) 
It Is necessary to decide whether the region (ft to bo divided horizontally 
or vertically. 
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IF CHORZ) GO TO 10 
CALL INSER T(NV1 ,NV2,NV5 .FCT) 
CALL INSERT(NV3.N V4tNV6.FCT) 
INDEX(NV5,1)=NSTK 
CALL SCAN(NV5,NV6,FCT) 
1NDEX(NV5,2) = NSTK 
MAP(N,2)=NV5 
MAP(N,4)=NV6 
MAP(NREG,1) = NV5 
MAP(NREG,2) = NV2 
MA P(NREG,3)=NV6 
MAP(NREG,4) = NV4 
NREG=NREG+l 
RE TUr<N 
****** 
CALL INSERT( NV1,NV3,NV5 ,FCT ) 
CALL INSERT(NV2,NV4tNV6 ,FCT) 
INDEX(NV5,3 )=N STK 
CALL SCAN(NV5,NV6tFCT) 
INDEX(NV5,4) =NSTK 
MAP(N,3)=NV5 
MAP (N ,4) =NV6 
MAP(NREG,l) = NV5 
MAP(NREG.2) =N V6 
MAP(NREG.3) = NV3 
MAP(NREG,4) =NV4 
NP.E G=NREG+ 1 
RETURN 
"'***** ENO 
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tn the l"'eglon. .o < X < 1.0000 - • 7"00 '00 < l/ < • 30 '00() •her•~.,.~ ~t t•ra~. 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++ ++++++++++++ 
In 
In 
the rei,lor,, 
the reqlor,• 
.o 
.soooo < " < < X < 
.50000 
1.0000 
-.70000 
-.70000 
< )I < 
< l/ < 
• ~oono 
030000 
•h•re ~r• 
there ~re 
5 ze ·r-05. 
?.2 zeros. 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
In the r'!qlono 
tn tho, rer1 I or,, 
lr, tho, r'!qlono 
In t ·he reqlon, 
.o 
.c;oooo 
.o 
.soooo 
< X < 
< X < 
< " < < X < 
.soooo 
1.0000 
.soooo 
t .00 00 
-.70000 
-.70000 
-.20 000 
-.20000 
< 'y I( 
< y < 
< V < 
< y < 
-.20000 
-.20000 
• :10000 
.30000 
there are 2 zeros. 
there are i6 zeros. 
there ~r ·e 3 Zt,?r6s. 
there are 6 zeros. 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
In the r~qton. .soooo < 
" 
< • 75000 • -.70000 < y < -.2000() there ;1 re 12 z J? rO sit [n the rieq {o n • .o < X < 025000 • -.~oooo < y < .30000 there nre 2 zeros. lr, t h.., r~qton. • 25000 < 
" 
< .50000 . -.70000 < y < - • 7-000'1 the,r e ,.,'re 2 zeros. 
In the region, • 7'i000 < 
" 
< 1 . 0000 • -.70000 < y < -,20001) there a re 4 zeros. Jr, the r., q I or,• .25000 < X < .50000 • -.?.0000 < !J < • 30000 t h<!r e t s l zero. In the reqton, .75000 < 
" 
< l .0000 • -,20000 < !J < .30000 there "re 6 zi?ros. 
++++++++++++++++++++ ++ ++++++++++++++++++i·+++++++++++++++ +++++++++ +++++++++++++++++ ++ ++++++++++++++++ 
In the r .. n I on• .50000 < X < .75000 • -.70000 < ':J < -,4'i000 there i'lre 6 zC?ros. ln t he r~plon. ,0 < >; < • 25000 . - o?.0000 < !J < • 'iOOOOf:-0 l there 11 re 2 zeros • 
In t h·e r~!Jion. • 25000 < 
" 
< .50000 • -.20000 < '!I < .c.0000'::-0I there Is 1 z cro. In th .. rP-gton, .75000 < 
" 
< 1 .0000 . -.20000 < y < o500QO':-OI there are 6 z~ros. 
In the re11tono • 50000 < X < • 75000 . -. 4500 0 < )I < -.20000 there ere 6 zeros. 
In the req1 on. .25000 < X < .soooo • -.45000 < y < -.20000 th1?re ,. re 2 zeros. 1 n the ro?Q I on, • 75000 < X < 1 ,0000 • -.45000 < y < -.2000() t her.., "re 4 z l!r os. 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++~ ++++++++ ++++++++++++++++ 
In the re9lo n . ,50000 < X < .62500 • -,70000 < IJ < -.45000 t h" r C t s t zero. 1 n the r~qton. .25000 < X < • 37500 • -.20000 < y < ,5000'.)F-01 th.,,re Is l zero. tn the rP.9 I on• • 75000 < 
" 
< .87500 . - • '>O oo.o < y < .50000':-0lthere a r,e 2 ZP.ros. 
In the r~9ton. .50000 < X < .62500 . -.45000 < )I < -,2000() there "re 4 z~ros • Jn the r~plon. .25000 < 
" 
< .37500 . -,450 00 < ':J < -,20000 there is l zero. 
I r, the region,. • 7500 0 < 
" 
< .87500 • -.45000 < V < - • 20 0 •) '1 there l!re 4 zeros. ln the r-eqto n. .62:,00 < X < .75000 • -,70000 < )I < -,45000 there "re 5 zeros. ln the f' · es:i \on• • 1 250 0 < 
" 
< .25000 • - • 20 o oo· < )I < . 50000!':-0lthere i>re 2 z~ros. In +h .. reqlon• .87500 < X < 1.0000 • -.20000 < y < .50000<::-0 tthc re ar~ 4 zeros. In the reqlon, .62500 < 
" 
< .7500 0 • -.45000 < y < -.20000 there are 2 zeros . In the req I on, ,37500 < )( < .soooo • -.45000 < !l < -.20000 there Is 1 zero . 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++~+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
\ N 
N 
11 .·
I 
< -.75000E-Olthere In th .. rf!glon. .2sooo X < .37500 • - .2 0000 < '!I < Is l zero., 
In thf! r ~ '}{on. • 7500 0 < X < .87500 . -.20000 < '!I < -.750'10::-01 th .,r e "r.e 2 zeros. 
In the region. .50000 < X < .6~500 . - .45000 < '!I < -.J 2SOO th e r e is l z e ro. 
In the r eqt on. • 75000 < X < .87500 • - .~50:J '.) < )I < - • 3?:J')'J th e re t s l z e ro. 
!n the req!on. • 6?500 < X < .75000 . - .10000 < I/ < . -.'>7S0'1 there "re 3 z eros • 
In the r cqii on. • l 2 50 0 < X < .-2so oo . - .20000 < V < - .7500rJE-Olt he r e is 1 zero. 
Jn t h e reoion. .8750 0 < X < 1.0000 . - .;,000 0 < V < -.1:c,ooor::-01there are 2 zero::;. 
Jn t h e r egi on. • 50000 < X < .62500 . - .s1c;oo < V < -.450'1() t her e is t 1:ero. 
In the r "-:qlo n. .50000 < 
" 
< .62500 . - .,;,soo < y < -. 20000 there "re 3 z:~ ro s. 
..... 
In the rE"'qione .25000 < X < .37SOO . - .32501 < y < -.2000') there is l -z: er o. 
1. ·1 In t h " r P.rJ ton. 
.7'>000 < X < .87500 • -.'1?'300 < y < - • 20000 there a-re 3 zeros. In the r~qfon, .6~5()0 < X < .75000 . - .S7't00 < V < - • 450 1) ') there n r 11? 2 z~ r os. 
Jn the r e Qion. ol?.500 < X < o?.5000 . -,7'>000E-Ol< y < .50000.-::-01 th-,re Is t zer o. 
tn t h e r '! qlo n , .87500 < X < 1.0000 . - ,7SO ·JOE-Ol< y < ,50000'::- 0I th<!re <'t r P; 2 z er os. 
1:-1 
' 
In the r~qlon. o6?.500 < X < • 75000 • - .]2500 < V < - , 2000 ,J there o re 2 zeros. In the req(on. • :'17500 < X < ,50000 • - .J25 00 < V < -.20000 the re ls l zero. 
l ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ + ++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+ +++++ 
In t hf! reqton. .50001) < X < .sr,zso • -.4'.,0ao < )I < -.32500 there Is 1 zero • . , In the r ~q{or,. • 75000 < X < 081250 • -.450 0 0 < y < -. 32'.)00 there i., 1 zer o . 
In the r I?' n ton, .625 00 < X < .Ol7SO . - • 70000 < l/ < -.5 730() t h<e r C is l ze ro . 
LJ In the r
P.qton, • 87500 < X < • 91730 • -, ?0000 < \/ < -.1r;o ·JO'.".-OI there air~ 2 zc, r os. 
In the r eqto n . .soooo < X < • 55;:,50 . - • . , 2500 < )I < - ,20000 there Is t zero. ;, In the r ~ gton. • 7"i00 0 < X < .At~50 . -.3? 500 < y < -. ?.0000 thc,re ~re 3 zeros. 
In t h e r et1 I o n ., ,87500 < X < .93750 . -.7'>0 00E-01< y < .soonof':-() 1 there \ s 1 zer o. 
In the r eqt on. .62500 < X < .~3750 . -.J?500 < y < -, 200()() t her'!: Is 1 zero. 
In +he r~qlon., .31250 < X < • 3 750 0 . -. 20000 < )I < -. 750oor.-01 there Is l zero. ) In t h " re-n ton. .81250 < X < .87500 . -.20 000 < )I < -.75 000~-01 there 11 re 2 z '2! ro s ·• 
In the r eot on., .687SO < 
" 
< , 7 5000 • - .70000 < y < -.57SOO ther.e a r ~ 2 zer-os. In the rcq\on. • 10 75 0 < l( < .:,sooo . - ,200'.)0 < )I < ~. 7 c, O'J0':-:H there Is 1 z.ero. 
In the r~t1ion. .56?.50 < X < .62500 . -.57 7>00 < \/ < - .45000 there i 5 1 ze ro . ) ln the r<"qlon, .562 SO < X < .62c:;oo • -.,?500 < y < -.2 oooi1 t ht? r e ~r~ 2 zeros • 
. J In t hf! reqto n. .31250 < " < o:'37500 . - • 3 :.: "iO'.l < )I < - .20001) t h"r e is 1 z-?. r o. rn the reqlon. .68750 < )( < • 75 OOO • -. 5750 0 < !/ < -. 4'30 1) () the r e " re 2 zeros. 
In the reqton. • I .'!750 < 
" 
< .25000 . -.7SOOOE-Ol< )I < .5oooor:-01th e r e Is l zero. ) (n t hf! reqton, .9:,1so < X < 1.00 00 . - .75,:JOO!:- Ol< )I < ,50000:='.-0l th'lre ( .. 1 ze ro . 
ln the reqto n , .687SO < 
" 
< • 75000 • -.1 ~50 0 < y < -. 2000 0 there l '3 l zero. 
In the reqlon, • 41750 < X < .soooo • - ""12500 < '!I < -. 200!)') thcr e t s l 7. e r o . 
+++++++++ +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+++++++++++++++~+~++++++++++++++++ 
kl l n the reqt on . .50000 < 
" 
< .56250 -.<\5000 < V < -.307 5 0 ther e t " 1 z~ro. • 
t n the reQfon .. .6~500 < X < • 6 ,9750 . -.10000 < )I < -.6 3 7r..') there <>re -l zeros. 
In the reQton• .soooo < ",( < .5 6 25 0 
' 
-.3 ?.500 < '!I < - • 26;? , ., tt,er ~ 
'" 
1 z e ro • 
I n the re lJ {on• • 75000 < X < • e12so · . - .3250 0 < )J < -. 26? SO t her<'! 1 s l zero. 
In the reqio n . • f.17'>00 < X < .93750 
' 
-.7SOOOE-Ol< y < -. 1~5()0 ':-0lth e r e Is 1 zero. 
In t h., reqlo n , .81250 < 
" 
< • f17SO 0 . -.?.000() < V < - .. t 37~() there a r~ 2 z er o s. 
ij 
tn the r~q{o n , • 607)0 < 
" 
< • 750 00 • - ,70000 < !/ < -.6 ~7',Q t hr r e "re 2 z: t? ro s • 
In the r~o\o n ., .li'l75 0 < 
" 
< .;,sooo • -.~ooo o < '!I < - • I :;7 S ') ther" Is l zero. 
In the ref1io n., .5(', 2 50 < 
" 
< ,f,2500 . - . 5 7500' < y < - .512 '30 there Is l z e ro. 
I· . 1 n the r fl! qt on• ,S6?.50 < 
" 
< .62500 . -.,?.500 < y < -, 262S'J the r e Is l z e ro. 
f In t h" rf!qio n . .68750 · < l( < • 75 0 0 0 • -.s?i=;oo < y < -.512,0 .th e r e (5 l z e ro. In t "" re<1~ on, • 9375 0 < " < 1.0 000 • - . 7'1000E-Ol< y < - • l 2500E-01 th,ere Is l zero. In the rcr,ton, • 750 0 0 < X < 081250 . - .3d750 < y < -.325 0 0 there ,,. l zero• 
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tn the ren I on• .62500 < X < 0613750 • -.1',17SO < 'I < - .,575~0 t hP.r I! ill"!! 2 :z <!I"~ s • 
In the reqlon, ,87500 < 
" 
< o0]750 • -o\1750 < y < -.7';0r')tl':-Otthcre are 2 Zer,:, Se 
In the r~qron. o7'>000 < 
" 
< .81250 • - • ;"!6250 < 'i < - , 200')1 thc,r e 11re 2 zeros e. 
In the rcqlon. .62500 < l( < o6A750 . - .2A?.50 < '!I < -,2000 ()' the,. e is t zero • 
In t h e re gi on. .31250 < l( < .37500 • -013750 < '!I < - , 7 5 000F:-O l there Is 1 zero • 
In the ,...,91 on, .552SO < 
" 
< • 62500 • -.?.15250 < 'JI < -,20000 t h"r e Is 1 ?.. er o.
 
In the req[on. • 31 250 < 
" 
< .37500 • -.26?.50 < ':I < -.20000 there {,i 1 . zero. 
In th e req ton, 068750 < 
" 
< .75000 • -,51250 < y < -,45000 there Is 1 zero. 
In the r~qfQn• o 18 75 0 < 
" 
< o:?5000 . -,12500E-Ot< I/ < ,<;OOOOF.:-01 there ls 1 zero. 
In the r eq\on. 068750 < 
" 
< .75000 • -.;,,;250 < y < -.2oono there 1 s . t zero. 
ln the req{on. 043750 < X < .50000 . -,26250 < y < -,2000') the!' e i .. I zero• 
++++ ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++++++++++++++++++++++++~+ 
In t 1-e req1on, ,50000 < l( < • 5:H 25 • -,32500 < y < -.25~r::-;o there t s t z er t> • 
In t h .. reqlon. .75000 < X < 078125 • -,1 "5 00 < '!I < -,2G 2 SO
 there Is l zero• 
In t he r~qton , ,81250 < 
" 
< 084]75 • -,2 0000 < I/ < -.l:i7<;0 there Is I zero, Tn the reqlon, , 6 8 75 0 < X < .71875 • -,70000 < '!I < -,617'>0 t -h"r e ts I z~ro • I n t h e reqion 9 .187~0 < X < .211375 • -,"'0000 < '!I < - , I J 750 there t s l zero• tn the reqton 9 • 5(>~50 < X < ,59375 . - • 32SOO < .I/ < - , 26?.'50 th~re is i zero • 
t n t h e r~qton, .6e7~o < )( < .71875 • - ~57~()0 < y < -.Jl~SO there Is 1 zero. 
rn + h" r~ q, one • 9~750 < X < • 968 75 • -,75000F.:-Ol< '!I < -. t25()r)f":-Ol thPre is 1 z 4?.r o. ln + h .. ':"" f!'Q ton t o 7 '>0 00 < l( < .7 G12 5 • -,187 30 < y < - • :52 '31)() there Is t zero. 
In the reqlon, • 6':?500 < 
" 
< .656~5 • -,6 3750 < I/ < - • '37Si10 t h c re Is 1 zero. 
Jn the re .\1ton, o 8 75.00 < X < .90625 . -,13750 < y < -,7'.'i0f10':-0I there Is l zero • 
In the reqton. , 7'5000 < X < .7!3125 - , 2(,?50 < < -,?0 0 0'.l th~re t s 1 zero. • '!I 
In the region, .s,,25 < 
" 
< .56?JO • -.45000 < '!I < -.~ .·17'"30 there t s l zero• 
In the r~aton, .65 (,2 5 < X < , 68 T50 • - , 70000 < y < - • 617:J") t hr! re n rP. -1 zero s. 
In the req\o n, .906?.5 < X < .93750 • -,7'\000E-01< I/ < - , l 25'J'}F.-OI th e re \ s i zero. 
In the r~~ ton , .84)75 < X < .87SOO . -.20000 < y < -.t37S') t h<'"r P. ls 1 zero• 
In the r er. t·on, • 711375 < X < , 7'.i OOO • - ,70000 < I/ < 
- • (,:, 7'.l') t h~r e i .. 1 7. P. r o • 
I n the r"'° q (on, • 59:175 < X < , 6?. '.>00 • - .57500 < y < -,512'>0 t h ~! re Is l 7. '!!"" 0 • 
In the re q( on , ,551,;-5 < X < o6 fl750 • -, 63750 < y < -. 57500 t h~r e 1,s l zero • 
In the r ~qi.on, 090625 < X < 09175 0 . -,13750 < y < - • 7r; 0 'l ') r-:-o 1 t h ~ re i" I ze ro . 
rn the re qt on . • 71112'"3 < X < .8t2SO . -.26?50 < y < -.'.' 0000 t h~r e Is I 1.: ero • 
I n the r 4? Qi Ol""\ • • 65(,?5 < 
" 
< .6'17'.JO • -.26~50 < y < - • ;:'0000 th e re Is l zero • 
I n t he r eqton• • 34)7~ < l( < o:'17 5 00 . -.!3750 < '!I < -,7'.> 000r--0 1 there 1 s l zero • 
I n the r-e !'.l ton• ., 59175 < X < • 6;:!500 . -,2 1',250 < '!I < -. ::>oon"I t h e re is l z ~r o • 
In the r ~fJ (on• .3437'> < X < .~7500 . -.26?50 < '!I < -.201)0') th e re Is t ze r o • 
I n 1· he re q lon, .71375 < X < , 7SO OO • -,51250 < I/ < - • l'J':lQ')f} there Is 1 
7. er o. 
I n the r epi to n, ,?.l[J75 < X < .2 5000 • -,12500!:-0l< y < .50000E-OI there Is 1 z -.?ro • 
I n the region. .71 875 < X < 075000 • -.26250 < )I < -020000 there Is 1 zero. 
In the reqlon. .46875 < X < .soooo • -026?.50 < '!J < -.20000 th e re I s l zero • 
++ ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++t++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+++++++++++++++++ 
-.3::>5 00 < < -.~9J75 i" l n the reqlon. , 75000 < X < • 7 ,9, 125 . y ther~ 1 zero • 
I n the r P.:rJ l on• ,812'i0 < X < o 84175 . -.20000 < 
" 
< -.1,.)075 there i" 1 zero • 
I n the r eq ton. 060750 < X < .71 8 75 . -.70000 < y < -.66f'\7Cj there is l ze ro • 
I n tt,e reqion. .187SO < X < .21 8 7'3 . -.20 000 < y < - , I 6875 the r '! is 1 ZC?r O • 
I n t h e re~ton. • 7";000 < X < .78125 • -.13750 < '!J < - • .JS6~t:; there ' s l zero. 
I n the reqion. .62500 < X < .65625 • -.61750 < y < - .606:.'J th e re is 1 zero. 
I n the reg lone • 87500 < X < 090625 • -, 1 3750 < y < -, 106::>5 th e re is l zero • 
In the reqlon. • 75000 < X < .78125 . -.2r;250 < '!I < -,23 125 there Is 1 zer-o • 
I n the re gio n. ,65625 < X < 06a1so . - , 1'0000 < ':J < - .66fl7'5 th e re 
.,,.., 
-1 z: ~ ro s •. 
I n the r eg ion. 090625 < X < .93750 • -o75000E-Ol< '!I < - o 43 750F.-Ol there I " 1 zero. 
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l In the re~ I on. 071875 < )( < o 75000 . -070000 < y < -ol'J(,1'75 there i s 1 zero • Jn t h., reqton, 034~7 5 < l( < 037500 . -011750 < )I < -o 1062'5 there Is l z~ro. In the reqton. 059 175 < 
" 
< .62'300 • -026250 < y < -023125 there ls l ze ro • In t h" reg f on, 0210 75 < l( < 0?5000 • -ol?5Qr)E-Ol< \I < ,1(17'iOF'-Olther<' I s 1 zero. In the rec,(on, , 71 fl75 < )( < o 75000 0 -026?50 < y < -.2Jl2S there Is 1 ze ro. In th .. r ~ qton. 050000 < 
" 
< .5112!3 . -o?. '11 75 < y < -.262:)() there Is 1 zer o • In the r eq (on, .51:i 2 SO < X < • 59375 . -,zq375 < )I < . -.~62:i() there Is 1 z~r o , 
:j In the reqton, .6 8 7"'7i0 < 
" 
< .71875 • -.~4~75 < y < -.~l?.50 t h~r e Is l zero. In the reqlo n, o9 J 750 < )( < 096875 • -o4.1750E-Ot< y < -o l25'JJE-Ol th<?re, [ s 1 zer o • In the rP--q ton, • 51125 < 
" 
< .562SO . -,41875 < y < - ,-H.l7S () t h"r e Is 1 ze ro, I lri the reg ton, 084-375 < X < 087500 • - , 16!37t5 < y < - o 1 ·J 7 so th~r" I s 1 ?. er o • In the req l on, • 59.1,7 "=; < X < .62500 • -,S417S < y < -,51250 there ls 1 ze ro • In th .. reg\on,, o 6562 5 < X < 068750 . -.60625 < y < -,575:10 there is 1 · zer o • In the r("Q ton, • 90625 < X < ,93750 . -.1062!3 < y < -,7500 0~-0lthere is 1 zero • In the reg{ on. • 70125 < X < 081250 • -023125 < y < -020000 th~r.: e Is l Z ~T"' 0 • In the re9tonw 065625 < X < .68750 • -.23125 < y < -.20000 there is l zero • tn the reqtonw .34375 < X < o:?7500 . -.23125 < y < -02000') there is 1 z e ~ o .. 
·In the rlfl!q ion, 07187 5 < 
" 
< o 75000 . -.48125 < y < -.45000 there Is 1 zero • LI In the region. • 46875 < X < .soooo • -.23125 < )J < -.20000 there is 1 zero • 
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Appendix C Addenda i 
and 2: 9. 
This appendix expands some parts of sections 2:7 
In the first of these (on page 60) it is shown 
that in a neighbourhood of a simple corotation point there 
are two real (in fact analytic) solutions of equation [7:1] 
if the local Richardson number at the corotation point lies 
between O and 1/4, their expansions beginning 
fo t )} Ti 0- - . -> = -I +-Y 
s = 5o - 'Y j, 0- - - --/- Y [ C: 1] 
y =- J,- 4 'fZi 
When ~ = 1/ 4 there is only one real solution ( Y =O 
and fo = :}) ; as ~ is decreased this · bifurcates into two 
real solutions, initially close, but as 1?-t,.' approaches O (and 
• y 7 l) the slope of that which inter sects 3 at corotation 
becomes more and more extreme (and opposed to that of :J ) 
unless :J, =O. When 1Zi is very ~lose to zero and :], ,to this 
causes one complete oscillation of the solution to be 
squashed into a small neighbourhood of the corotation point 
with the two solutions being again almost coincident outside 
this region. If one considers the 'angular sep(lr ation' on 
the Riemann sphere of the values of the two solutions at a 
fixed point (excluding corotation) 
-
~-'?: - I [ C : 2] J - - ~~ - . I 
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Appendix C 
then 
1~ -> 
but 
fu -> 0 
I 
4- 1' 
where ~ = :]1 (jo-foJ 
Addenda ii 
-> 0 . [ C: 3] 
[ C: 4] 
{~ll< 0) 
This implies the geometric structure of fig.2 
(facing page 63) and is the basis for the remarks at the top 
of page 7 4. The structure of fig. 2 can also be deduced 
analytically from the formulae on pages 61,62; when 'R:=1/4 
the general solution is 
"'\., 
I+ '4j er - - -5 - ;- + [ C: 5] C - Cl, ~(T 0 
and when t&,· =O it· is 
_, 
) ,,_ c- {1++i er- [ C: 6] ) 5 + 
C - {a.0 .Jr. f-C( 1) -1,.,._ 0-
Thus if we start with real values at negative CT and 
- ii -
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Appendix C Addenda iii 
integrate to positive er, the sign of the imaginary part of 
t will in the first case be that of q,o Jn, (T and in the 
wl,~ ~: 0 second that of (a"{;-,+ ~.)hrT · Be.cause ">. a 0 C j 0 - JJ=I and 
Oo ~"" tl I 
1. 
.) if ~ is positive ao'-fr, + a., has the =- ()..~ 0, 
opposite sign to ~ ; 
0 
thus the real axis (except for one 
point) maps to one hemisphere when 1?l, =1/ 4 and the other 
when~'?,;, =O, but to the same when 7 is negative. 
compressible flows this process In the context of 
of bifurcation and recombination has the interesting 
consequences described in section 2: 9. If ~, :f o the fact 
that as '1?;. ...:::PO a complete oscillation of , one solution is 
compressed into a neighbourhood of the corotation point 
means that on recombination of the two solutions at 1"?l =O 
the nodes of one (on one side of corotation) have been 
shifted by one relative to those of the other solution (the 
'vanishing' node has in effect been absorbed by the corota-
tion singularity). The form of the 'neutral curve' depicted 
·-in fig.4 (facing page 74) follows at once. 
The argument on page 73 then shows that this curve, 
except perhaps for one mode, must a, sep~rate regions of 
stability and instability; the crucial point is the 
demonstration that ?J!J/o(.;J is complex for most modes which is 
amplified and improved in the following (it is slightly more 
convenient to use [9: 2] than [9: 3]). 
Let us suppose that for one mode, i.e. a ·solution f of [9:2] with f(a) =~(&-) =o, o/J(-;:;r.u is real (defining b 
- iii -
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Appendix C Addenda i v 
as in section 2:9 to be the final value of j at ./,-- derived 
from an initial value of zero at a,) • Then making a first 
order perturbation in W to W = 0d.J;:; the imaginary part of 
b, remains zero { to first order) . The perturbed frequency 
~ 
~ u) has a unique associated perturbed real solution J ( if 
'V ~ f0,1/4) and ({~.) must satisfy the boundary condition at 
a,. to first order. Moving the inner boundary point to one 
of the other nodes of i; in the inner oscillatory region one 
obtains a sequence of associated modes with the same 
frequency 6J. 
I now show that on none of these associated modes 
can '"JL:,/-:>(.)) al so be real. For suppose a, and tti to be the 
:inner boundary points of two modes with the same frequency 
w such that for both di:J/oe-v is real. Then J{q:) = 5{4J =O 
"' 
-.. 
and by the above 5(at> = _5(r<.J=o to first order. This implies 
the existence of a solution to the ;.variational equation 
I 
(~) == 
in [.q 1 ,ql] with 'J{/'2Jc.:J=0 at 0 1 ,tt1 • 
implies that 
"Z • /3 )7, + 
- iv -
[ C: 7] 
As in section 2: 8 this 
[ C: 8] 
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Appendix C Addenda V 
musat change sign in [a
1 ,4 ] , but this interval 1 ies in :z. the 
oscillatory region where 
l 'Z /3 Ji - [ C: 9] 
is a definite quadratic form in r and so 
[C:10] 
which implies 
[C:11] 
and thus [C:8] is also definite. This contradiction shows 
that at most on one out of a large, possibly infinite, set 
of modes can -;;t:./DC,J be real. In fa,_:t for a neutral curve 
not to have contiguous unstable modes both d6/ow and o!l/~(3 
would have to be real all along it. 
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